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used to  maintain da ta  on the geology, geochemistry and hydrology 
of geothermal sites primarily w i t h i n  the United States. The 
system was proposed a t  the First Geothermal Implementation Conf- 
erence i n  New Zealand i n  1974 (Swanson, 1977) and was active 
u n t i l  1983. The primary mission was t o  provide a broad inform- 
at ional  framework for the Geothermal Research Program (Duffield 
and Guffant i ,  1981). GEOTHERM was used to  support  nat ional  
geothermal assessments--in 1978 (Muffler, 1979) and 1982 (Reed, 
1983). I t  was however a public system and provided da ta  t o  both  
public and private sectors. A detailed discussion on databases 
i n  GEOTHERM and a general scheme of how the information system 
operated can be found i n  B1 iss and Rapport (1983) . 




T h i s  report on Utah is one of a series intended to  pre- 
serve the data  collected for GEOTHERM and make the data available 
to  the public. States w i t h  significant geochemical data  for 
geothermal f l u i d s  will be covered i n  ind iv idua l  reports such as 
this. A report will also be issued t o  cover miscellaneous data 
collected for sites i n  the central and eastern United States. 
The data presented i n  this series is also available as  a da ta  f i l e  
on the internationally-available General Electric Mark 111 
service, a timeshare network. Those interested i n  accessing 
t h a t  system should contact the Energy Resource Center, University 
of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma 73070. 
portion o f  the data will also be available on magnetic tape from 
the National Technical Information Service, U. S. Department of 
Commerce, Springfield, VA 22161. 
until after the completion of the open-file series. 
I t  is anticipated t h a t  a 
I t  w i l l  not be available 
GEOTHERM INDEXES t 
Three computer-generated indexes are found i n appendices A 
8, and C of this report. The indexes give one line summaries of 
each GEOTHERM record descr ibing t h e  chemistry of geo thena l  
springs and wells i n  the sample f i l e  for Utah. Each index is 
sorted by different variables to assist the user i n  locating 
geothermal records descri b i  ng speci f ic sites. 
Appendix A (p. 335-346) is sorted by the county name and 
the name of the source. Also given are latitude, longitude 
(both use decimal minutes) , township, range, section, GEOTHERM 
record identifier, and temperature IOC) .  
search of Appendix A, s i te  n mes are quite useful for loca t ing  
springs or wells for which a specific name is commonly used, 
fch do not have pecific names are more difficult 
t i s  suggested t h a t  s i t e  t i t l es  which begin w i t h  
s warm, h o t ,  unnamed, pumped, well, or spring be 
checked. Descriptive text found as  p a r t  of the s i te  name and 
the s i te  coordinates should be used to  a s s i s t  i n  determintng 
1 oca ti on. 
In conducting a 
, 
1. 7 
i i  
Appendix B (p. 347-359) i s  sorted by township, range, and 
section. Also given are name of source, GEOTHERM record ident- 
i f ier ,  and temperature (OC).  Records missing items used for 
sorting w i l l  be listed first. 
Appendix C (p.  360-372) i s  first  sorted into one-degree 
blocks by latitude, and longitude, and then by name of source, 
Adjacent one-degree blocks which are published as a 1:250,000 
map are combined under the appropriate map name. Also given are 
GEOTHERM record identifier, and temperature (OC) .  Records 
missing items used for sorting w i l l  be listed first. Numbers 
w i t h  a blank i n  the same position as zero w i l l  be given first. 
GEOTHERM SAMPLE FILE 
GEOTHERM sample f i l e  contains 643 records for Utah (Table 
11, Records may be present which are duplicates for the same 
analyses. A record may contain data on location, sample descrip- 
t ion,  analysls type (water, condensate, or gas) ,  collection 
condition, flow rates, and the chemical and physical properties 
o f  the f lu id .  Stable and radioactive isotopic data are occasionally 
available. Some records may contain only location and temper- 
ature. When sufficient chemical data was available, the charge 
balance (percentage of difference i n  anion- and ca t ion41  li- 
equivalents) was computed and added t o  the record. Many of 
the numeric fields i n  the sample f i l e  can be directly qualif- 
ied. The qualifier code preceeds the number when appropriate. 
The codes and their meaning are given i n  Table 1. 
Each thermal spr ing  or well usually i s  represented by 
several records. T h i s  may document temporal changes i n  the 
geothermal fluids. Judgement on what constituted acceptable 
data was extremely complicated and the primary attempt was t o  
insure that each GEOTHERM record fa t  t h f u l  ly reproduced the pub- 
lished data. On occasion, glaring inconsistencies or data  
clearly o f  poor qual 1 ty were excluded. Regrettably, no database 
can be constructed or supported w i t h o u t  the introduction of 
errors. The user, therefore, is advised t o  check w i t h  the pub- 
1 i shed 1 i terature whenever possible, Users should carefully and 
crit ically evaluate t h e  records they use. 
This compilatton should contain al l  of the chemica) data 
for geothermal fluids i n  Utah available a s  of December, 1981. 
However, no claim is made for completeness, and published sources 
have probably been missed. Less then 1% of the records i n  this 
l i s t  contains information which was unpublished a t  the time of 
data entry. A cri t ically evaluated and corrected l i s t  of over 
2000 records for the United States was extracted from the sample 
f i l e  and issued as a reference document for the national low- 
temperature geothermal resource assessment (Reed and others, 
1983)- This, along w i t h  a l i s t  of geothermal springs by Berry, 
and others (1980) ma$ be useful to  some users. 
i i i  
GEOTHERM BIBLIOGRAPHY i -; 
W 
A bibliography is  given i n  Appendix D (p.  373-379). The 
abbreviated form of the reference (called code) is identifed 
as  the record source i n  the ful l  record l ist  and i s  used t o  sort 
t h e  entries i n  this appendix. Codes w i t h  a leading 'I*" identify 
records based on information which was unpublished a t  the time 
the record was prepared. Codes w i t h  a t r a i l i n g  "*" i n  the fu l l  
GEOTHERM record are also described i n  greater detail i n  Appendix 
D and are l i s ted  ahead of published sources. 
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TABLE 1 
S t a t e  of  Utah: computer-generated l i s t i n g  of records 
descr ibing geothermal-fluid samples. [ A  few records may be f o r  
co ld  spr ings  o r  we1 Is - - th i s  was t o  provide ground-water references 
f o r  some studies.] 
ORGANIZATION: Records a r e  sor ted  by county and then by the name 
of  the spr ing  or well. Order is  the same i n  Appendix A. 
UTM: The UTM Easting labe l  was omitted. However, f the UTM East ing 
f i g u r e  is present  i n  the record,  i t  will be found directly below 
the UTM Northing label . 
QUALIFICATION CODES: A1 1 numeric a t t r i b u  
codes and their meaning: 
may be qua l i f ied .  The 
E = est imated 
T = trace (no numeric value reported)  
N = not  detected ( n o t  followed by number) 
Q = q u a l i f i e d  ( o t h e r  da ta  i n  q u a l i f i c a t i o n  f i e l d )  
R = midpoint o f  range (ac tua l  range i n  q u a l i f i c a t i o n  f ie ld)  
REFERENCE: An expanded c i t a t i o n  o f  the reference  i s  found i n  Appen- 
d i x  D. The abbreviated form used i n  this table  is  c a l l e d  "CODE" 
i n  the appendix. Unpubltshed sources a r e  preceded w i t h  "*". 
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Index t o  GEOTHERM's sample f l l e  for the state of Utah. Thfs computer generated appendlx contalns some truncated f lelds. 
The Index 1s sorted by covnty and name of source. 
l den t l f ie r ,  Temp. - Temperature OC. TNS - Township, RNG - Range. Sect. - sectlon, 1.0. - GEOTHERM record 
countx 
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- Latltude Longltude T#S RNG Sect. 1.0. 
I. WINOERG 
O W  (RADIUH) 
;ONS (RADIUM) 
'ANNER 




ilE, J.  
IWlN. G. C. 
.HVILLE SCHOOL 
:NVILLE WARD LO5 CHURCII 
;OH LANO I LlVESTOCK 
.LIPS 3-1 - PHILLIPS 
.LIPS 54-3 
















38-23.94 N 112-59.88 W 285 OlOW 05 00 
38-14-94 N 112-42.00 W 295 008W 36 00 
38-12.96 N 112-54.12 W 305 09W 07 00 
38-12.96 N 312-54.12 W 305 do9U 07 00 
38-12.96 N 112-54.00 W 305 009W 07 00 
38-12.96 N 112-54.00 W 305 009U 07 00 
38-23.94 N 112-59.88 W 285 OlOW 05 00 
38-22.86 M 113- 0.96 W 285 OlW 18 do 
38-20.82 M 113-23.28 W 285 Ot4w 11 00 
38-22.74 N 113- 0.84 W 285 OlW 18 00 
38-15-30 N 112-42.54 W 295 008w 25 do 
38-15.30 N 112-42.54 W 295 008w 25 00 
38-22-98 N 112-56.94 W 285 01OW 14 00 
38-22.86 W 113- 0.96 W 285 OlOW 18 00 
38-22.86 N 113- 0.96 W 285 OlOW 18 W 
38-30.18 W 112-51.06 W 265 09W 34 M 
38-30.18 N 112-51d6 )r 265 0 0 9 W  34 00 
38-28.56 N 112-54.48 W 275 M9W 07 W 
38-22.86 N 113- 0.96 W 285 OlOM 18 W 
38-22.86 N 113- 0.90 W 285 OlOW I8 W 
38-14.22 W 112-48.96 W 295 0 0 9 W  36 W 
38-11.46 N 113- 0.84 W 305 OlOW 19 od 
38-11.46 N 113- 0.84 W 305 OlW 19 W 
o(1 
275 009W 03 W 
27s 009W 03 W 
275 do9W 09 W 
38-30.00 N 112-50.00 W W 
38-30.48 N 112-51.24 W 265 O O 9 W  34 00 
38-23.94 N 113- 5.28 W 285 OlOW 05 00 
38-28.74 W 112-52.08 W 275 009W 16 O(1 
38-33.60 N 112-34.68 W 265 606U 07 O(1 
38-25.08 N 113- 1.44 W 275 OlOW 31 OC 
38-22.86 H 11% 0.96 w as orow i a  oa 
305 012W 28 00 
3s-i1.0 N 113-12.20 w w 
~R-ILIO N 113-11.88 w 30s oi2w 21 00 
38-10.~8 tt 113-12.30 w 30s 0 1 2 ~  3s 00 
38-10.38 N 113-12.30 w 3as o m  28 00 
38-10.38 N 113-12.18 W 305 012U 28 (M 
38-10.38 M 113-12.18 W 305 01211 28 00 
38-10.30 N 113-12.30 W 30s 012W 28 00 
38-10-38 N 113-12.30 W 012W 28 o(1 






























































IOX ELDER AN0 
;OX ELOER BLU 
IOX ELDER BLU 
IOX ELDER clvl 
10X ELDER CAR 
IOX ELMR CAR 
IOX ELDER CIL 
LOX ELDER CIM 
10% ELDER ebM 
;OX ELOER COY 
IOX ELDER COY 
IOX ELDER CRI 
















BOX _ _  ~ LFE 
BOX ELOER 117 
aox ELMR 111 
BOX €&DER N M  
BOX Limn tIAl  
BOX ELOIR NE3 
nex LLBLA PL# 
ROX ELDER POU 
DDX ELOtR P O U  
BOX FlbER PUG 
@Ox ELDER RIG 
BOX ELDER ST 1 
BOX ELDER STI  
BOX ELDER ST I 
RQX ELDER STI 
BOX ELDER ST I 
IOX ELDER cn& 
IM IlOT SRPlWGS 
I OF f!IMERSYILLE 
I, HILFORP 












































I d .  E. 42- 0.00 H 112-52.80 W 15M 0 0 9 W  28 0017280 
'LE MOUNTAIN NAN4 SPRING 41-40.22 M 112-15.45 W 1ON 004W 24 0017079 42. 
iON# PARK SERVICE 41-37-14 N 112-32.16 W 1ON 006U 09 0017640 22.5 
;EN, 1. 0 ,  41-49.08 N 112-27.36 W 13N 005W 31 0017603 20.5 
'ON, n. 8 .  41-20.22 N 112-03.84 W O7M 002U 16 0017430 25. 
,stn, V I  s. 41-27.06 M 112-26.34 08N 005W 05 0017226 20.0 
41-26.82 ti 112-27.24 W 08N 005W 05 0017639 22. 
41-49.98 N 113-23.46 W 13M 014W 24 0017635 23, 
41-49.08 H 113-18.54 W 13N 013W 35 0017634 23. 
41-34.62 H 112-14.10 W ION 003W 30 0017391 47.5 
41-34.62 N 112-14.10 W 10N 003W 30 0017338 
41-34.62 N 112-14.10 W 10N 003W 30 0017337 51.1 
41-34.62 N 112-14.10 W ION 003W 30 0017336 51.1 
41-34-62 ti 112-14.16 W 10W 003W 30 0037335 
'LE 1IIQUNTAIN WARN SPRING 10s 004W 24 0017078 42.0 
IONAL PARK SERVICE 41-37-14 M 112-32.76 W loti 006W 09 0017641 21.5 
LERSOH 
IER (ROSE) SPR 
IER. R. C. 
i, 1. 
I. KELLER CORP. WELL 12 
ION, C. D e  
CHURCH 
I d .  E. 
IKIWG HOT SPRINGS 
IKlNG 1101 SPRINGS 
N 113-13.70 W 305 
N 112-54.36 W 305 
ti i i ~ - o o . n  w 285 
W 113-12.54 Y 303 
W 112-54.54 W 295 
W 113- 4.20 W 305 
M 112-54o48 W 305 
W 113- 1.14 W 285 
N 112-53.76 W 30s 
W 313-13.38 W 28s 
N 112127.24 W 13n 
W 113-15.60 13N 
N 133-15.60 Y 13# 
N 11349.68 W 13# 
N 112-10.62 W 09N 
N 112-24.78 Y 06# 
N 112-24.66 W 06W 
112-59.94 Y L4M 
N 112-05.22 W IIN 
W 112- 5.10 W 11N 
N 112- 5-10 W 1W 
M 112- 5.10 W 11W 
M 112- 3.36 W 13N 
W 11244092 W 1ON 
M 31242.56 W 14M 
n 112-11.07 w ion 
N 112-27.24 W 13N 
N 112-10.62 W 09H 
N 112459.94 W f4M 
N 11245.22 W 1lN 
M 113-39.18 Y 13W 
W 112-10.68 Y 1ON 
N 113-57.24 W 1W 
N 112-10.50 Y 12N 
N 113-23-10 W O5N 
N 113-18.60 W 13M 
N 112- 3.96 W 07N 
N 112-52*80 W 15N 
N 113-54.66 W lo# 
012u 21 00 
009w 01 00 
OlOW 01 00 
012U 28 00 
009W 19 00 
OIlW 22 00 
0 9 w 6 9 0 0  
009U 31 00 
012Y 29 00 
003W 33 00 
oosw 29 oa 
do5W 29 00 
012U 30 00 
012W 30 00 
O13W 34 00 
003U 27 00 
005W 21 00 m5w 21 60 
Olow 33 00 
Olow 33 oa 
002U 29 00 
002W 29 00 
062w 29 oa 
002Y 29 00 
002U 29 00 
002W 21 00 
002U 16 00 
do9w 04 Oa 
016W 23 00 
Ml3W 04 00 
018W 30 00 
018w 33 (HI 
003W 15 00 
013U 31 00 
Ql3W 27 00 
002W 16 00 
009W 28 00 
OIOW 19 aa 















































































































CACHE BECKSTEAO, A.A. *LL 
CACHL IENSBN IRRIGATIOW COMPANY 
CACllZ nENSOW IRRIGATION COMPANY 
CACHE BENSOW IRRlGATION COMPANY 
CACIK BROWN, W. MLL 
CACHE RODRERO, 0. WELL 
CACHE VALLEY DAIRY WELL 
GDSSNER CIIEESE WELL 
1DS WELFARE FARM WELL 
LOGAHA PLUNGE WELL 
LOGANA PLUNGE WELL 
KART,  W. Ml,L 
CRONQUIST, H.Co WELL 
GANCIIEFF, O d o  SPRING 
GOSSWLR,E. WELL 
KEARb, 1, WELL 
LISONME, C. WELL 
NUTTALL, Jol. WELL 
SEMONS, NOR. WELL 
SEARS, F o  E L L  
STETLER, F. WELL 
TAYLOR, C. WELL 
TOOMBS, W.W. WELL 
TOOMDS, W.W. WELL 
UEHMERGRLN, C. WELL 
KNNERGRLN. C. WELL 
UENNERGREH. C. HELL 






















OAV I S  
BOX ELDER UTAH HOT SPRINGS 
BOX ECOCR WARM SPRING 12 
aox ELDER WARM SPRING 1 
BOX ELDER WLLLS 6 LAMIW 
BOX ELDER 
UOX ELDER HARBURTOW, 





41-34.62 N 11 
41-58.08 N 11 
41-58.68 ?t 11 
41-59.88 N 11 
41-59.58 W 11 
41-59.58 N 11 
41-45.42 N 11 
41-5732 N 11 
41-56.40 N 11 
41-51.18 W 11 
41-56.40 N 11 
41-51.18 N 11 
41-56.52 H 11 
41-40.32 N 11 
41-43.70 N 11 
41-43.74 N 11 
41-40942 N 11 
41-19.92 N 11 
41-20.32 N 11 
41-41.16 N 11 
41-36.78 N 11 
41-45.48 N 11 
41-21.66 N 11 
41-25.44 N 11 
41-45-81 N 11 
41-46.70 N 11 
4166.63 N 11 
41-46.55 N 11 
41-46.78 H 11 
41-53.03 H 11 
41-51.00 N 11 
41-48.58 N 11 
41-54.82 N 11 
41-45.10 N 11 
41-44.73 N 11 
41-45.12 H 11 
41-45.18 W 11 
41-45.01 N 11 
41-45.50 N 11 
41-45.50 N 11 
41-47.27 N 11 
41-45.75 N 11 
41-45.60 N 11 
41-45.33 N 11 
41-46.42 N 11 
41-50.70 N 11 
41-50.70 N 11 
41-45.80 N 11 
41-46.03 N 11 
41-45-70 N 11 
41-10.85 N 11 
41-34-86 W 11 
41-59-16 W 11 
41-49.~7 N 11 
2-14.10 W lOW 003W 30 001 '390 48. 
2-26-98 W 14# 006W 09 001 '604 20.5 
3-54.54 W 1ON 018W 21 001 '236 20.0 
2-53-04 W 15N 009W 29 001 '282 20. 
,2054.42 W 15H 009W 31 001 '283 21.5 
2-54-42 W 15H 009H 31 001 '284 16. 
,2-32.16 W 15N 006W 34 001 '605 20.5 
,293.94 W 12N 00% 22 001 1228 Q 20.0 
.269.08 W 13N 003W 11 001 '085 29.0 
.2- 9.54 W 13N 003W 23 001 '394 43. 
.2-52.a0 w MN mw 04 001 1276 22. 
.2-09.37 W 13N 003U 23 001 '072 43.0 
2-09.37 W 13N 003W 23 001 '087 43.0 
12- 9.30 W 13N bojw 23 001 '393 51. 
2-09.37 W 13N 003U 23 001 '086 46.0 
11N 004W 34 001 '083 21.0 
2-15.60 W 1ON 004W 23 001 '077 26.0 
.2-17.17 W 11N 0 0 4 W  34 001 '084 22.0 
.2-32.40 W 12N 006W 33 001 '600 Q 20.5 
12-15.60 W 10H 004W 23 001 '076 24.5 
2-24.30 W 07N 005W 15 001 '638 25. 
12-01.86 W 07N 602w 14 001 '334 58.3 
,3-58.92 W 1lW 019W 11 0017238 42.0 
13-36.78 W 10N 015W 06 0017629 20. 
.3-36.18 W 12N 015W 19 0017630 26.5 
12- 3.66 W 07N 002W 10 0017428 24. 
.2- 4.08 W 08N 002W 21 0017395 20. 
11-50.60 W 12N OOlE 21 0017096 24.0 
11-51.32 W 12N 00lE 17 0017092 21.0 
11-50.87 W 12N OOlE 16 0017088 54.9 
11-50.87 Y 12N 00lE 16 0017089 21.0 
11-50.32 W 12N OOIE 16 0017090 20.0 
11-56-37 W 13N 00lW 10 0017608 49. 
11-53.18 W 13N 00lE 19 0017606 21. 
11-55-70 W 12N O O l W  02 0017607 21. 
11-57-42 W 14N 00lW 33 0017611 31. 
11-53-62 W 12N 001E 29 0017105 23.0 
11-51.78 N 12N OOlE 29 0017106 20.0 
11-50.80 W 12N 00lE 28 0017103 21.0 
11-50.72 W 12W OOlE 28 0017102 23.0 
11-50.80 W 12# OOlE 28 0017104 21.0 
11-50.72 W 12# OOlE 28 0017101 25.0 
11-50.72 W 12N OOlE 28 0017100 24.0 
11-56.20 W 12N 00lW 10 0017107 21.0 
!1-50.88 W 12N OOlE 21 0017097 25.0 
11-49.47 W 1 1  00lW 27 0017108 23.0 
11-49.95 W 12N OOlE 22 0017098 27.0 
11-49.02 W 12N OOlE 27 0017099 26.0 
1-50.17 W 12M OOlE 16 0017091 22.0 
,144.43 W 13N OOlW 25 0017609 28. 
1-54.43 W 13N 00lW 25 0017610 28. 
1-51-80 W 12N OOlE 20 0017093 23.0 
1-52.00 W 12N OOlE 20 0017095 23.0 
2-08.52 W 05N 003W 11 0017417 20. 
.1-51.02 W 12N OOlE 20 0017094 24.0 
40-59.95 N ill-56.58 W 03N 00lW 
40-59.95 N 111-56.58 W 03N 00lY 
40-56.45 N 111-55.00 W 03N 00lW 
41-03.88 N 112-13.87 W 04N 00W 
41-03-88 N 112-13.87 W 04N 003Y 
41-03.88 N 112-13.87 W 04N 00N 
4143.88 N 112-13.87 W MN 003W 
41-00.82 N 111-57.02 W 03N 00lW 
41-12.05 N 112-05.48 W 05N 002W 
41-08.45 N 111-58085 W 058 00lW 
41-06-27 N 111-59.60 W WN 00lW 
4168.22 N 112-10.52 Y 05N 003W 
41-08.22 N 112-10.52 W 05N 003W 
4168.22 N 112-10.52 W 051 003W 
4148.22 N 112-10.52 W OSN 003W 
41-01.17 N 111-57.72 W O3N 00lW 
41-01.17 N 111-58.17 W 03N 00lW 
41-08.22 N 112-10.95 W 05N 003W 
40-52.35 N 111-55.85 W 02N 00lW 
40-52-30 N 111-55.17 W 02W 00lW 
41-13-13 N 112-10*97 W 06N 003W 
40-58.12 N 111-55*87 W 03H 00lW 
40-27. N 110-49. W 01N 008W 
39-15-03 N 110-21o17 W 185 014E 
38-06-58 N 110-56.80 W 315 W E  
37-42.62 N 110-44.00 W 365 OllE 
37-56. N 112-260 W 335 00SW 
37-37.86 R 110-43.14 Y 365 OllE 
37-40.72 N 110-36.12 W 365 012E 
37-45-32 N 110-47.28 W 355 OlOE 
31-45-50 N 110-41.98 W 355 OllE 
37-45.42 N 110-42.13 W 35s OllE 
37-56.12 N 112-25+50 W 33s OOW 
37-45.78 N 110-52.57 W 355 009E 
37-44.90 N 110-34.83 W 35s 012E 
37-57.78 N 110-30.07 W 335 013E 
3848.30 N 112-51.80 W 315 0 0 9 W  
38-02.45 N 112-42.73 W 32s 008W 
3)-39.57 N 11393.17 W 365 015H 
37-41-52 N 133132.25 W 365 015W 
37-50.34 N 113-41.22 W 34s Ol6W 
31-48-52 N 113-08.90 H 345 012W 
37-40.13 N 113-34.52 W 365 015W 
37-36.05 N 113-09.85 W 375 Ol2W 
31-36-10 H 113-09.73 W 375 012W 
39036.8 H 112-43.7 W 145 008W 
39-36.8 N 112-43.7 W 145 008W 
39-36.8 N 112-43.7 W 145 OO8W 
39-36.8 N 112-43.7 W 145 008W 
39-50.5 N 113-23.5 W 115 Ol4w 
39-47-29 N 111-52.84 W 125 OOlW 
39- 8.88 N 112-26.34 W 195 dO5W 
40-56.45 N 111-55.00 W (UN 001W 
37-45.07 N 11049.18 W 355 OlOE 

































































0017174 Q 20.0 
















0017537 R 29. 
0017624 25. 
0017626 23. 



















0002963 0 82.2 
0017536 Q 82.2 






b '  
1; 
UILLARfl CHRISTENSEN PROS. 
MILLAW) COYOTE N e  
M I L U R O  COYOTE s, 
MILURO COYOTE SPRING 
MlLlARO COYOTE SPRSNG 






MILLARD fLtSWORTH, 1. 8. 
flILURtl ELLfMORTH, Lo B. 
MILLARD POOTES RANCH 
MILLARD WIDY UARM SPRING 
MI LLARO GIv(bY WARM SPRINGS 
MILLARD GOLDEN HARVEY I R R  
MILURD GdLMN HARVEY I R R  
HILLARD HANSEN, 0. 1. 
HILLARO W T O N  HOT SPRIWGS 
HILLARO HATTON IIbT SPRINGS 
t41LLARQ HATTON HOT SPRINGS 
MILLARD HATTON HOT SPRINGS 
MILLARB HILL, 3. 0. 
MILLARO I B E X  108 
MILLAIRD JONES, J. R.  
MILLARD KNOLL SPRlN 
MILLARD LARSEN, T. 
MILLARD MEADW HOT SPRINGS 
M l U A R D  EIEADOW HOT SPRIHGS 
MILLARD MEADOW HOT SPRINGS 
MILLARD HEMOW HOT SPRINGS 
MILLARD IEMOW HOT SPRINGS 
M I L U R Q  R M W  HOT SPRIHOS 
HJLLARD MEEL RR 
HILLARB NZEL RR 
MILLARQ NELL RR 
MfLMR1) . am 
MIlCARO ELLSWORTH, 8. 
MILLARD cn#w WA~M SPRINGS 
HILLAaO GARDIIER, d. F. AND R. M. 
MlLlARD HART, C, 0. 
MILLARD HILL, 4. I). 
MILLARD JO#E$, 4. R. 
HIl iARO K O R I O E ,  N e  
MILLARD MEADOW ttor SPRINGS 
M 1 LLARI) MMOW, E* 
MILLARD lWQY R e  0, 
MlLlARD PAXTOH M,A, 
PECK, L o  C. 
PETERSON, G o  M. 
RWISON, W. 
HtUARD ROSS, C. K .  
WlllARO SKUNK SPRING 
MILLARU TIIEODALO, P. 
39- 1.68 N 112026.64 W 205 005W 
38-45.72 W 112-52.50 W 245 Oasw 
39-25-44 N 113-89.22 W 165 015U 
39-25-44 N 113-29.22 W 16s 015M 
39-19-50 N 112-37.02 W 175 007W 
3841.54 U 112-30.72 W 225 006w 
39-28-08 M 112-24.78 W 15s OD!% 
39028.08 M 112-24.78 W 15s 005W 
39024.60 N 112-27.48 W 16s 00SY 
39-25062 N 112-27.18 W 16s OOSW 
39-18.48 M 112-28.98 W 175 o ( M W  
39-24.90 N 112-45.78 W 165 608N 
39-24.96 M 11245.78 Y 163 0 8 N  
39-25-92 W 113-52.50 W 163 018w 
39-27-89 W 114- 1.98 W 15s 019N 
39-27.90 N 114- 2.04 W 15s 019W 
39-27.90 N 114- 2.04 W 155 019W 
38-46-38 M 312-5180 W 235 009W 
39-24.60 u 112-27.48 w 16s mw 
39-20.64 N 112-32.34 W 17s 006W 
39-24.18 N 112-43.20 W 163 08W 
39-24.18 W 112-4320 W 16s 008U 
39-24.84 N 112-35.76 W 165 007M 
39-17016 N 112-33.72 W 185 006W 
38-51-16 N 112-29.40 W 225 006W 
38-51.06 N 112-29.16 W 225 OddW 
38-51-12 N 112-29.28 W 22s 006W 
38-51-18 N 112-29.40 W 223 oobw 
39-13.38 H 114-00.06 W 185 019W 
39-29.10 M 114- 0.12 W 18s 019W 
38-55.68 W 113-22.38 W 225 014W 
39-25.02 W 112-35.46 W 16s 007W 
39-25.02 H 112-35.46 W 16s 00tW 
39-14.88 N 113-52.62 W 18s 018N 
39-22.56 N 112-31.92 W 17s do6Y 
3961.98 N 112-26.28 W 205 00W 
38-51-96 N 112-30.30 U 223 006W 
38-51.90 N 112-30.42 W 225 006W 
38-51.80 N 112-30.00 W 
38-51.90 N 112-30.36 W 22s OOdW 
38-51.90 N 112-30.30 W 225 006W 
38-51.90 N 112-30.18 W 225 0 0 6 W  
38-51-90 M 112-30.18 W 225 006W 
38-52.32 W 112028.92 W 22s 006W 
39-20.40 H 112-34.02 W 173 006W 
39-03.00 M 112-46.08 W 20s 008W 
36-59.88 H 112-31.74 W 21s 006W 
39-26.16 N 112042.54 W 16s 008Y 
39-17-34 N 112-37.62 W 17s 007W 
39-14.40 N 112-41.46 W 18s 008W 
39-17.70 H 112-32.22 W 175 006W 
37-18.66 N 112-31.62 W 17s 006W 
39-03-00 M 112-46.08 W 205 008W 
3993.00 H 112-46.08 Y 205 008w 




























































































































































































TOWN O f  PELTA 
TWN OF DELTA 
N 112-34.62 W 175 007W 
N 112-34.62 W 17s OO7W 
MILLARD TULE SPRING GROUP N 113-30.90 W 17s 015W 
LURD TULE SPRING GROUP N 113-31.08 W 175 015M 
MlLLARO TULE. R. N 113-30.96 W 175 015W 
MILLARD TVLE, s. N 113-31.08 W 17s 015W 
MlLLARQ TWIN PEAKS N 112-42.90 W 235 008W 23 
MILURP TWIN SPRINGS N 113-51.00 W 16s OlRW 22 
MILLARD Y.S. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT N 112-28.26 W 195 005W 31 
MILLARD UHION PACIFIC N 112-27.54 W 18s 005W 06 
MILLARD UNllAMEO SPRING N 313-31.08 W 17s 015W 10 
HI LLARR YNHllMCO SPRING N 113-30048 W 165 015W 26 
MILLAaO UNNAPlEO SPRING N 113-29.40 W 17s 015W 25 




N 112-29.04 Y 225 006W 
N 112-29.34 W 225 006Y 
N 112-27.00 W 215 005W 
N 113-29.40 W 175 015W 
N 112-30.42 W 225 006W 




n 113-30.78 u 165 oi5u 34 
41- 2.34 N 111-39.24 w 04n 0031) 31 
39- 3.12 N 112-26.34 W 205 005W 
38-36.00 N 112-33.00 Y 
21 
COMO W A N  SPRI#GS 41-02.3 N 111-39.24 W 04H OO3E 31 
SALT lAKE onccttvs GRAVEL PIT 40-40.75 N 111-58.22 W 025 002W 05 
SALT LAKE BARROS 1NC. 40-32.98 N 111-51.8 W 03s 00lE 20 
SALT LAKE BECKS HOT SPRING 40-48.96 ti 111-55.08 Y 01N O O l W  14 
SALT LAKE BECKS HOT SPRlHG 40-48.96 N 111-55.08 W 01N 00lW 14 
SALT U K E  DECKS HOT SPRlNG 40-48.95 N 111-55.08 W OlN 001W 14 
SALT LAKE BECKS HOT SPRlNG 40-48.96 N 111-55.08 W 01N 00lW 14 
BECKS HOT SPRING 40-48.95 N 111-55.08 W 01N 00lW 14 
SALT LAKE OECKS HOT SPRING 40-48.95 H 111-55.08 W 01N O O l W  14 
SALT LAKE OONHEViLLE-ON-THE HILL 40-48.7 N 112-04,3 W 01N 002W 21 
SALT LAKE DONNEV 1 LLE-OH-THE HILL 40-45.84 N 112-01.2 W 01s 002U 01 
SALT LAKE BQNNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 40-47.94 N 112-04.1 W 01W 002W 21 
SALT LAKE BONNEV I LLE-ON-THE HILL 40-48.42 N 112- 4.14 W 01N 002U 21 
SALT LAKE OONNEVI LLE-ON-THE HILL 40-49.1 N 112-04.5 W 01N 002W 16 
SALT LAKE ~QHNEVILLE-OW-THE HILL 40-48.7 N 112- 4.80 W 01W 002W 21 
SALT LAKE QONNEYILLE-ON-THE HlLL 40-45.8 N 112-01.7 H 01s 002W 02 
OECKS HOT SPRING 40-48.96 N 111-55.08 w o w  o o i w  14 
SALT LAKE DONNEVILLE-ON-THE IlILL 40-48.7 N 112-04.3 U 01N OO2U 21 
SALT LAKE QQNNEV ILLE-ON-THE HILL 40-46.1 n 112-01.9 n 01s 002u 02 
SALT LAKE OONNEYlLtE-OM-THE HlLL 40-47.2 N 112- 3.54 w oin 0 0 2 ~  27 
SALT LAKE OONNFVILLE-ON-THE-HILL 40-48.54 N 112- 3.42 W O l t i  002W 22 
SALT LAKE CAMP WILLIAMS R o R .  40-27.48 N 111-55.56 W 045 00lW 22 0017494 21. 
SALT LAKE CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 40-29.25 N 111-54.66 W 04s 00lH 11, 0017354 
SALT LAKE CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 40-29.25 N 111-54.66 W 04s O O l W  11, 0017353 
SRk? LAKE CRYSTAL IIOT SPRINGS 40-29.25 N 111-54.66 Y 045 O O l W  11 0017532 32.7 
W? LAKE CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 40-29.25 N 111-54.66 W 04s O O l W  11 0017531 58.3 
S M T  LAKC DRAPER IRRIGATIOH 40-31.62 tl 111-52.1 W 03s 00lE 29 0017505 25.5 
SALT LAKE DRAPER IRRIWIIQN CQ. 40-32.8 N 111-51.8 W 035 00lE 20 0017518 21. 
SALT LAKE E. JORDAN CANAL CO. 38-58-62 N 110-59.92 W 03s OOlU 23 0011055 22.7 
SALT lAKE FOX, C. 40-44.70 N 112- 0.36 W 01s 002W 12 0017048 21.7 
SALT LAKE CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 40-29.25 n 111-54.66 w 04s o o i w  11, 0017352 
' I  I ;' 
!? imi - . - *Jlclc 
C 
341 
2 N 111-58.02 W 01 
40-47.5 W 112-00.5 W OlN OO2W 25 0017064 25.0 
40-47.5 W 112-00.5 W OlW 002U 25 0017065 25. 
40-47.22 H 111-56.88 W 01N 00lW 28 0017045 21.1 
40-41.94 N 111-55.68 W 015 00lW 27 0017490 21. 
40-40.30 N 111-50.50 W 025 00lW 04 0017057 20.0 
40-33.96 ti 111-54.60 W 035 001W 12 0017053 20.6 
40-34.1 H 111-54.5 W 035 OOlW 12 0017493 20.5 
40-50.77 N 112-01.7 W OlN 002W 02 0017059 26.1 
I 40-50017 N 11241.7 W 01N 006211 02 0017063 20.0 
40-46.98 W 112-00.94 W O M  002W 36 0017061 Q 27.2 
40-47.10 N 112- 0090 W OlW 002U 36 0017482 28.5 
40-48.78 N 111-59.94 W OlW 001W 19 0017480 23. 
4648.78 N 111-59.70 W 01N 00lU 19 0017478 22.5 
40-48.7 W 111-59.94 W 01N 00lW 19 0017481 24.4 
40-50.52 N 111-58.02 W OlW OOlW 05 0017475 28.5 
40-43.14 W 111-58.6 W 01s OOlW 20 0017507 23.3 
40-50077 N 112-01.7 W 01N 002W 02 0017060 26.6 
40-47.10 W 112- 0.90 H O M  002U 36 0017483 28. 
SALT LAKE JEREMY L. J 40-48.7 N 111-59.70 W 01W 0 0 l W  19 0017479 20. 
SALT LAKE KENNECOTT COPPER 40-43.05 N 111-59.76 W 015 001W 19 0017062 Q 24.4 
SALT U K E  KENNECOTT COPPER 40-44.16 td 112-10.3 W 01s OO3W 15 0017504 27.2 
SALT LAKE KENNECOTT COPPER 40-43.02 N 112- 0.60 W 015 002W 24 0017502 22.7 
SALT LAKE KEWWECOTT COPPER 40-44.17 W 112-10.11 W 015 003W 15 0017524 21.6 
KENNZCOTT COPPER 40-19.98 W 112- 5.10 W 01s 002U 17 0017520 21. 
SALT LAKE KENNECOTT COPPER 40-43.96 N 112-10.46 W 01s 003U 15 0017525 26. 
SALT LAKE KENNECOTT COPPER 40-44.16 W 112-10.3 W 015 003Y 15 0017503 27.7 
SALT LAKE KLEIN, F. 0. 40-43.44 N 112- 0.36 W 01s 002W 24 0017517 23. 
SALT LAKE LAKEFRONT GUN CLUB 40-51.36 N 112- 2.34 w 0211 002w 35 0017485 22. 
SALT LAKE LAKEFRONT GVW CLUO 40-51.36 N 112- 2.34 W 02N 002W 35 0017486 26.5 
SALT LAKE LDS CHURCH PIONEER STAKE 40-44.78 N 112- 0.36 W 01s OO2U 12 0017050 21.7 
SALT U K E  LOGAN, S a  8. 40-32.05 N 111-51.6 W 035 00lE 29 0017519 22. 
SALT LAKE HORTON SALT 40-46.08 N 112- 6.06 W 01s 002U 06 0017047 22.2 
SALT LAKE HORTON SALT 40-46.08 N 112- 6.06 W 01s 00211 06 0017046 21.1 
SALT LAKE WRTO# SALT 40-46.86 N 112-10.68 W 01N 003W 34 0017043 26.1 
SALT LAKE MORTON SALT CO. 40-46.14 N 112- 6.06 W 01s 002W 06 0017523 22. 
SALT LAKE SALT LAKE CO. WATER CONSERV. DISTRICT 40-41.28 N 111-55.20 W 01s 00lW 35 0017491 21. 
SALT LAKE SALT LAKE C O O  WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 40-41.28 N 111-55.2 W 01s 00lW 35 0017492 22.8 
SALT LAKE SALT LAKE COUNTY WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 40-35.2 N 11144.2 W 03s O O l W  01 0017068 24.4 
SALT LAKE SANRY CITY GORP. 38-59.40 N 111-04.37 W 035 OOlW 18 0017056 27.8 
SALT LAKE SCIIMIDT, M. 40-43.35 N 111-52.9 W 01s 00lE 19 0017526 25.5 
SALT U K E  SM 40-48.36 W 111~55o2 W 01N 00lW 23 0017506 3015 
SALT LAKE STATE OF UTAH 40-49.62 W 11149.94 W 01N dblW 18 0017044 20.0 
40-29.76 N 111-54.72 W 045 OOlW 02 0017054 28.3 
SALT LAKE PlORTON SALT 40-46.7 N 112-10o50 W 01N 003W 34 0017484 25.5 
SALT LAKE RUDY GUN CLyB 40-50.64 N 11149.94 W 01N OOlW 06 0017477 22. 
40-43.56 N 11149.16 W 01s 00lW 18 0017489 22, 
40-43.56 N 111-59.16 W 01s 00lW 18 0017488 21.5 
40-43.56 N 111-59.16 W 01s 00lW 18 0017487 22. 
SUDBURY, S. A. 40-43.57 N 111-59.2 W 015 WIN 18 0017500 20.6 
S M f  LAKE SUOBURY, S. A. 40-43.57 N 111-59.2 W 01s 001W 18 0017501 20.5 
SALT LAKE TOwlERS. H A .  40-39.24 W 111-45.78 W 025 001E 07 0017070 20.0 
SALT LAKE UNHWO SPRING 40-27.36 W 11145.62 W 045 OOlW 23 0017052 22.7 
SALT LAKE UIIHMED SPRIWG 40-47.28 N 112- 0.90 W blN 002W 25 0017497 29. 
























































SALT LAKb 40-47.4 w I 
SALT UKL WASATCH HOT SPRlllGS 40-47.4 N 1 
40-47.4 H 1 SALT LAKE YASATCII HOT SPRINGS 
SALT LAKE WASATCH HOT SPRINGS 40-47.4 N I 
SALT LAKE WASATCII HOT SPRINGS 40-47.4 H 1 
SALT U K E  WASATCH NOT SPRINGS 40-47.4 N 1 
SALT UKE 40-42.66 W 1 
SAll LAKE 40-42.66 H 1 
SAW JUAM 37-17.23 N 1 
SAM #JAN OURMU OF 1MDIAN AFFAIRS 12R-373 ' 37-20.64 H 1 
SAW JUAN BUREAU Of IWDIAH WFAIRS ln-312 37-20.31 N 1 
SM JUAN BUREAU OF INDIA# AFFAlRS 2A-104 37-05. N 1 
SAH JUAN 37- 3.72 N I 
SAM JVAN 37- 2.04 N I 
SAN JUAN 37- 1.20 H 1 
SRN JUAN 37- 8.16 N 1 
Sut JUAN 37- 7.26 H 1 
SA# JUAN 37- 0.36 H 1 
SAW JUAN NAATl@tAL PAW SERVICE 37-23.04 N 1 
SAN JUW WAW SPRIWG 37-42.00 H 1 
SWPETE FOG IRR. 39-36.1 W 1 
39-14.75 N 1 
39-10.97 N 1 
39-10.97 H I 
38-36*18 N I 
38-36.18 H I 
38-36.85 H 1 
38-36.85 N 1 
BUREAU O f  INDIAN NFAlRS 2A-Ill 
OWREAU OF ittointi AFFAIRS ~ ~ - 2 2 9  
UWILAU OF lNblAN AFFAfRS BA-26Q 
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 8A-281 
UUREAY OF INOIAN AFFAIRS ~ ~ - 2 9 3  
BUREAU OF INUIAN AFFAIRS 91-57 
SA# JUAN BUREAU OF lNOlAN AFFSARS 121-163 37-21.18 N 1 
llVIWGSTO# WAW SPRING 
STtaLlHQ WAlIM SPBlWO 
STlRLIWO WAW SPfllWO 
JQHISMS WAIW SPRlWQ 
rlbllHS4H WAFJ4 SPRIM 
dO5EPII MQT SPRIIIQ 
JOZPH Itof SIRlWO 
JOSCP~ iw mitm 
JBSCPtl 110'1 SPRlW6S 
38036.85 N I 
38036.85 N I 
JOSEPH HOT SPRIMGS 38-36.85 N 1 
WCHAH, EDNA 38-37-26 N 1 
38-37-98 H 1 
SEVIER MJWROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 38-37.94 H 1 
S W I E R  ).IONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRIWGS 38-31-94 N I 
SEVIER REb HILL HOT SPRIWO 38-38.34 N 1 
SEYIER REO HILL HOT SPRIWR 38-38.34 N 1 
SEVI tR  RICHFIELO WARM SPRIHGS 38-46.43 N 1 
$€VIER RICHFIELO W A N  SPRINGS . 38-46.43 N 1 
sum11 UNHAMEB SPRINQ 
T W L E  ASARCQ 
T00ELL 
TOOlLe 
SEVIER HOHROE ( t a O P C R )  HOT SPRIWGS 38-38.10 W 1 
38-38.04 N I 
SEVICR WNROE (COOPER) HOT SPRlNGS 
SEVIER HONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRlWGS 
SEVIER MONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 38-37.94 N 1 
SEVIER nw t i u  HOT s w w G s  38-38.34 N 1 















N 1  
I N  I 
N 1  
H I  
N 1  
MI 
N 1  
H I  
N 1  
ASARCS 
HERTAGNOLC 
O I G  HAM SPRINGS 
BIG WARN SPRlHGS 
BIG W A N  SPRINGS 
BIG WARH SPRINGS 
RIG WAR1 SPRINGS 
























































1-53.99 N 0 
1-53.99 N 0 
1-53.99 W 0 
143.99 U 0 
1-53.9 W 0 
143.99 U 0 
2- 2.04 Y 0 
2- 2.04 W 0 
19-32-82 W 4 
19-12.2 W 4 
948.81 W 4 
0-51.96 W 4 
0-56.70 W 4 
0- 7.08 W 4 
9-42.96 W 4 
0- 0.48 N 4 
19-24.78 W 4 
0-11.40 W 4 
19- 4.14 W 3 
19- 4.02 W 3 
0-25.26 W 3 
1-22.02 W 1 
1-38.7 W 1 
1-41-44 W I 
1-91-44 W I 
246.66 W 2 
296.66 W 2 
2-12-06 N 2 
2-12.06 N 2 
2-12-06 Y 2 
2-12.06 W 2 
2-12.06 W 2 
2-11.82 W 2 
246.42 W 2 
2- 6.42 W 2 
2-10*02 W 2 
246.38 Y 2 
,246.40 N 2 
296.40 W 2 
2-05.88 W 2 
295.88 W 2 
2-05.88 W 2 
245.74 W 2 
2-05.74 W 2 
1-52,25 W 2 
1-29-59 W 0 
2-12.06 W 0 
2-48.60 W 0 
2-39-90 W 0 
2-39-90 W 0 
2-12.06 w o 
2-39-90 W 0 
2-39.90 W 0 
2-39-90 W 0 
























































H 00lU 25 0017 
H 0 0 l W  25 0017 
N 001W 25 0017 
N 00IN 25 0017 
N OIW 25 0017 
N 00fW 25 0017 
,S 002W 23 0017 
S 002W 23 0017 
IS 02% 36 0017 
6 02% 05 0017 
tS 025E 01 0017 
IS 009E 35 0017 
IS 0 0 9 E  07 0017 
IS 016E 23 0017 
IS 019E 29 0017 
IS 017E 14 0017 
IS 006E 19 0017 
IS 023E 32 0017 
6 026E 33 0017 
IS 026E 21 0017 
IS Ol4E 30 0017 
IS OOZE 13 0017 
6 OME 04 0017 
IS 002E 04 0017 
6 003W 27 0017 
;S OOW 27 0017 
;S 004W 23 0017 
iS 004W 23 0017 
is 004W 23 Ob17 
is 004W 23 o(M 
iS 004W 13 0017 
is 003W IO 0017 
IS 003w 10 0037 
;S 003W IO 0017 
is 003W 15 6002
is 003W 15 0011 
;S 003W 15 OOOQ 
is 00% 11 0002 
;S 003W 11 0017 
003W 11 0017 
IS 003W 26 0017 
IS 003W 26 0017 
S 001W 11 0017 
S 004E 33 0017 
S 003W I 7  0017 
S 003W I7 0017 
N 009U 24 0017 
S 007W 08, 0017 
S 007N 08, 0017 
S 007W 08 0017 
S 007W 08, 0017 
S 007N 08, 0017 
S 007W 08, 0017 
IS 005E 16 0017 



























































TOOELL 018 WARM SPRINLIS 
TOOELE 010 WARM SPRINGS 
TOOFCE B I G  HARM SPRINGS 
f '  TQOELE DIG HAM SPRIMGS 
i TQOElE OLUE LAKE SPRfNfi 
TODECE 
TWELZ OONfI€VILLE tTg. 113 
TOOELE QONNEVILLE 110. 124 1 4 '  TOOEtE DONNEVILLE LTO. NO. 5 







TOOELE DESERET LIVE STOCK 
TOBEkE MSERET LIVESTOCK SO 
TDOELE OESLRET LIVESTOCK SO 
TOOELE 
TOOELE 
TOOELE KAISER DBW 8 
TaOELE KAISER OW 9 
TQOELE KAISER FW7A 




TOOELL HORGANS WARM SPRIWG 
TWElL 






TOOElE UtlHAHED SPRING 
TOOLLE UNNAMEO SPRING 
TOOELE UTAH FISH AND GAME 
TOOELL WILSON HOT SPRINGS 
TQnELE WRTHINGTON, 4. R. 
TQQELE WORTHlNGTON, J .  R. 
UlNTAll COMPOSITE AY1-9 
UINTAII COMf'OSfTE hV2,3,4 5,7 
UlNTAH c@4POSlTE ER 1#2,i,s,6,6 
UlNTAIl 
OONNEVILLE LID ODW NO. 13 
BUREAU OF LANO MANAGEMENT lKAl5ER WO) 
BUREAU OF CAN0 NANAGEMNT (KAISER K65) 
U1 NTAII COMPOSITE R: LACY 3 6 4 
U I NTAll GARNER I 1  BOESCllf 
UItITAH GARNER 11 BOESCHE 
U 1 NTAll HOLLANOSUORTH AN0 TRAVIS 
U I HTAH PAN Al4 PETROL 
CRAIN, GRIFFITH, 1. E. HALL lil 
U1IQTA)C HALL, 1. E, 155 
U I NTNl 
UINTAH PAN-AM PETROL ER-1 
UINTAH PAN-AM PETROL ER-10 
PAN AM PETROL NO. 1 CENTRY 
1; 
40-44.70 N 112-39.90 W 015 007W 
40-44.70 N 112-39.90 W 01s 007W 
40-44.70 t4 112-39.90 W 01s 007W 
40-44.70 N 112-39.90 I( 01s 007W 
40-30.12 N 114-02.28 W 043 019W 06 0017293 29. 
40-43.35 N 113-58.74 W 01s 019W 23 0017288 24.5 
40-46.32 N 113-51.86 W 015 019U 02 0017397 24.5 
40-47.54 N 11346.07 U 01N Ol8W 29 0017396 28. 
40-45.60 N 113-59.48 Y 015 019W 10 0011286 31. 
40-41.83 N 11349,51 W 01s 019W 34 0017289 28. 
4047.2 N 113-56.61 W 01N 016U 31 0017285 24. 
40-41.22 N 113-46.4 Y 025 017W 04 0017399 21. 
40-38.82 N 112-22.00 W 025 005W 13 0017161 22.8 
40-10.26 N 112-25.5 I( 07s 005W 32 0017227 20.0 
40-39.12 N 113-57.60 W 025 019U 14 0017291 43, 





40-38.28 N 11347.24 W 025 019W 24 0017292 88. 
40-33.9 N 112-44.5 W 035 008W 10 0017206 22.7 
40-33.33 N 112-44.34 W 035 oD8W 15 0017204 21.7 
40-38.62 N 112-31.45 W 02s 006W 16 0017649 24.4 
40-45.9 N 112-47.28 W 01s 008W 06 0017199 26.6 
40-40.99 N 113-59.67 W 02s 019N 03 0017297 28. 
40-41.94 N 1134.56  W 01s 019W 35 0017296 30. 
40-45.82 N 113-58.98 W 015 019W 03 0017295 24. 
40-41.83 N 113-59.51 W 015 019W 34 0017290 28. 
40-39.6 N 112-17.8 W 025 004W 09 0017160 30.0 
40-36.1 N 112-24.30 W 0% 05W 34 0017162 22.7 
40-23.8 N 112-24.2 WO5S 005Y 09 0017643 26.7 
40-35.82 N 112-24.36 W MS 005U 34 0017163 21.1 
40-36.85 N 112-42.51 W 02s 008W 26 0017201 22.7 
40-39.36 N 112-54.44 W 02s 009W 07 0017203 21.1 
40-23.40 N 112-25.44 W 055 005W 17 0017644 21.7 
40-36.80 N 112-42.55 W 025 008W 26 0017202 22.7 
40-31.16 N 112-19.80 W 03s 004W 32 0017166 21.7 
40-43.98 N 112-37.4 W 01s 0 7 W  15 0017197 23.3 
40-37.4 N 112-42.1 W 025 008W 24 0017200 22.2 
40-42.06 N 112-34.62 W 015 007W 25 0017198 20.0 
40-44.6 N 111-38.3 W 01s 007W 09 0017195 22.2 
39-54.39 N 133125.80 W 10s 014W 33 0017464 60.5 
40-37.62 N 112-30.1 W 025 006W 23 0017165 20. 
40-37.62 N 112-31.20 W 025 OOdW 23 0617164 20.0 
40-23.8 N 112-24.2 W 055 005W 09 0017642 24. 
40-22.14 N 109-24.60 W 055 022E 
40-21.96 N 109-25.08 W 055 022E 
40-21.66 N 109-24.33 W 055 022E 
40-21.88 N 109-24.36 W 055 022E 
40-21.90 N 109-24.96 W 055 022E 
40-19.92 N 109-16.74 W 065 023E 
40-19.92 N 109-16.74 W 065 023E 
40-21.84 N 109-24.84 W 05s O22E 
40-21.90 N 109-24.66 W 05s 022E 
40-21.72 N 109-24.90 W 055 022E 
40-22.26 N 109-25.62 W 05s 022E 
40-21.90 tI 109-25.60 H 055 022E 









































yINTAI! PMWBUS CORP NO. 1 
~IHTAll SllAMROCK OIL 1 GAS CORP 
UINTAH SHAHROCK OIL 1 GAS CORP. 
U I NTAH SIUMRCCK OIL 1 GAS CORP, 
UINTAH S t i E l l  OIL I 1  STATE 
U I NTAH SHELL OIL I 1  STATE 
!j I NTAH 
UINTAH 
U I N T M  !JNIOW IRRIGATIOW 
UIHTAH USELM 
U I NTAH USBLM 
U I NTAH USOM 
UINTW USUW 
U 1 NTAH USOM 
UlNTIUl USBM 
WNTAtI AUL# 
UINTAH wsco TEST i i o u  
UlNTAtt WSCO TEST HME 
UTAH ALLEN, J. H. 
UTAH BARTHOLOMEW, QRM 
VTAH BARTtHKO#EW, ORAL 
UTAH BIRD ISLANO 
UTAH BOARD OF CAW& PRESIDENTS 
UTAH BOARD OF CRNAL PRESIDENTS 
UTAH BURGIN HIM€ 
UTAH CAST1ll.A HOT SPRIWGS 
UTAH COOP SECURITY 
UTAH CRATER HOT SPRING 
VTAH CRATER HQT SPRING 
UTAH CRATER HOT SPRINGS 
UTAH CRATER HOT SPRINGS 
UTAH OlAFwmD FORK WAM SPRINGS 
UTAH VISMOND, F. 
UTAH ELBERTA 
UTAH 
UTAH FAULT ZONE SPRING 
UTAH GOSllLtl WAM SPRINGS 
UTAH QY A-4 
UTAH GY A m 5  
UThH QV A07 
VTRH QV WAWl 
UTAH MNSCN H, 
UTAH KQYLL. t!, 
UTAH 
m n  LAZV S CATTLE CO. 
UTW LAZV S CATTLE CO. 
U T M  LINCOLN POINT WARM SPRINGS 
UTAH LINCOLN POINT WARM SPRINGS 
UTAH LIMCOLH POlNT WARM SPRINGS 
SPLIT MN, WARM SPRING 
U.S. BUREAU QF LAND MANAGEMEW 
UTAH CHIPUAN, 0 .  
ELOERTA LAND 1 WATER CO. 
UTAH ENNIS, w. 0. 
UTAH FIIZ9LRAl0, 1, W. 
UTAH HML H* 
UTAH H ~ R ~ I E R ~  R, 7. 
bATTER PAY SAINTS CHURCH, KEARNS STAKE 
UTAIC LAZY S CATTLE CO., GV A-8 
40-21072 H 109-23.10 W 05s 02% 
39-52.53 N 109-15.27 W 11s 024E 
39-51-26 N 109-17.31 W 11s 023E 





39-52.53 N 109-15.27 w i i s  0248 08 
4045.10 N 109-36.90 W 085 OME 36 
40-27.90 N 109-13026 W 04s 024L 16 
39142.42 N 10968.42 W 135 Ol9E 08 
40121.48 N 109-23.82 W 05s 0 2 8  25 
39-52-47 H 109-16.56 X 11s 024E 07 
39-54.54 )I 109-38.31 W 10s 02M 35 
39-53-29 N 109-1634 W 11s 024E 06 
39-51-25 N 109-27.32 W 10s 02% 17 
39-53.29 N 109-16.34 W 11s 024E 06 
39-51-25 N 109-27.32 W 10s 022E 17 
39-52.47 N 109-16.58 W 11s 024E 07 
39-59.1 N 109036.42 W 095 020E 36 
39-59.1 N 109-36.42 W 09s 020E 36 
40-01.68 N 11148.46 W 08s O O l W  32 
4065.1 N 111-43.74 W 08s OO2E 28 
40-05.1 N 111-43.74 W 08s 002E 28 
40-10.6 t4 111-48.06 W 07s 00lE 26 
40-21.2 N 111-54.1 Y 05s 001W 25 
40-21.6 N 111-53.9 W 055 001W 25 
39-57.0 H 112-02.7 W 10s OOm 15 
40-02.24 N 11141*71 W 09s OWE 18 
40- 7.14 N 111-57.4 W 085 O O l W  16 
40-17.64 N 11149.59 W 06s 01W 18 
40-21%18‘ N 111-53.70 Y 05s 00lW 25 
40-21.18 N 111-53.70 W 055 00lW 25 
40-21.18 N 111-53a70 W 05s 00lW 25 
40-21.42 N 111-53.70 W 05s OOlY 25 
40-07.06 N 111-20.22 W 08s 005E 14 
40-20.9 N 111-54.30 W 055 00lW 25 
39-51-06 N 111-57.24 W 10s 0 0 l W  16 
40-21.84 W 111-53.40 W 05s 0 0 l W  24 
40-06.01 N 111-58.20 W 08s O O l W  20 
39-57.30 N 111-51.48 W 10s 00lE 08 
40- 0.36 N 111-54.6 W 09s 00lW 26 
40-05.45 H 111-57.96 W 08s O O l W  29 
40-03.3 H 111-57.3 W 09s O O l W  04 
39-57-42 N 111-51.54 W 10s OOlE 08 
40-06.9 H 111-43.6 W 083 002E 16 
40-05.70 N 111-43.86 bI 08s W E  29 
40-05.0 N 111-43.8 W 08s OOZE 33 
40-03.42 N 111-37.74 W 09s OO3E 05 
39-55.44 N 111-53,O W 10s O O l W  24 
39-54.5 N 111-57.4 W 10s OOlW 29 
39-53.7 N 111-58.3 W 10s 00lW 32 
39-54.48 N 111-57.4 W 10s 00lW 29 
40- 8.70 H.111-48.4 W 08s 00lE 03 
40- 8.70 N 111-48.3 W 085 OOlE 02 
40- 8.70 N 111-48.4 H 08s OOlE 03 
39-55.08 N 111-56.16 W 10s 001W 28 


























































UTAH SARATOGA HOT SPRINGS 
UTAH SHlEA H. 
unn SUWRIMUSE STAKE l,DS 
UTAH SyGARHOUSE STAKE LOS CHURCII 
UTAH SVGARIIOUSE STAKE LDS CHURCH 
UTAH TltWS, n. 
UTAH U. 5. STEEL 
UTAH u. s. SfEEL 
UTAH U. S. STELL 
UTAH U. S. STEEC 
UTAH 0. ‘S. STEEL 
UTAH u. s. snq 
UTAH UNNANEO 
UTAH V.V. STAKE 10s CHURCH 
UTAH WARM SPRING 
UTAH 
UTAH WARM SPRING, WEST SHQR 
UTAH WILFORO STAKE LOS CHURCll 
UTAH WOOD SPRINGS 
UTAH YOUNG, K. 
WASATCH EUGENE PAYNE 
WASATCH H I W A Y  NOT QPRINGS 
WASATCH #IDWAY HOT SPRINGS 
WASATCH HIDWAY HOT SPRINGS 
WASATCII HIDWAY NOT SPRINGS 
WASATCtl HIDWAY HOT SPRIMGS 
WASATCII HIWAY HOT SPRIHGS 
WASATCH HIMIAY HOT SPRIWGS 
WASATCII MIDWAY HOT SPRINGS 
WASH 1 HGTON ANDERSOH RhNCH 
WASHINGTON BERRY SPRING 
WASHlHGTON D I X I E  SPRINGS FA 
REILLY TAR I CHEMICAL COO 
UTAH SHE/LEY, S o  4. 
W A N  SPRING, WEST SHORE 9F UTAll  LAKE 
WASATCH RIPWAY not SPRINGS 
WASATCH HIDWAY no1 SPRINGS 
WASH I HGTON EARL, E, 
WASH I NGTON EMPEY, K, 
WASHINGTON FAWCLTT, He 
WASH1 HQTOH GRLEH S P R I N d  
WASHINOTON CIRLLN SPRING 
WASH I WBTOH LA VCRKIN HOT SPRINQ 
WASHIHGTON LAYERKIN D I X I L  HOT SPRING 
UASIll HGTOH LAVCRK1N l O l X l E ~  HOT SPRING 
LAVERKIN D l l f E  HOT SPRING 
LAVLRKIN O I X I E  HOT SPRINGS 





WASlll WTON SNOW S P R l  HG 
WASH I NGTON STRINGHM, E. 
WASHINGTON IRYIHB s t w a  
WAtHINGTBH JONES, E. 
345 
40-11094 N 111-37.62 W 07s OO3E 20 0017576 22. 
40-21.0 N 111-54.3 W 05s 01W 25 0017357 
40-22.38 N 111-54.96 W 055 OOIW 23 0017146 21.1 
40-21.4 N 111-55.08 W 055 O O l W  26 0017156 30.0 
40-21.30 N 111-54.30 W 05s 001W 25 0017573 35. 
40-21.2 N 11144.1 W 05s OOlW 25 0017152 35.0 
40-21.1 N 111-54.1 W 055 O O l W  25 0017153 35.0 
39-54.4 N 111-56.40 W 10s OOlW 33 0017134 20.0 
40-18.48 H 111-44.76 W 065 OOZE 08 0017139 20.6 
40-18.8 N 111-44.46 W 065 002E 08 0017136 20.6 
40-18.7 N 111-44.46 W 065 002E 05 0017135 20.6 
40-18.42 N 111-44.58 W 065 002E 08 0017140 20.6 
40-18.84 N 111-44.88 W 065 00% 08 0017137 20.6 
40-18.72 N 111-44.88 W 065 00% 08 0017138 21.1 
3943.94 N 112-02.70 W 11s OOZY 03 0017577 22.2 
40-21.8 N 111-53.5 W 05s 0 0 l W  24 0017147 2207 
39-57.42 N 111-51.24 W 105 00lE 08 0017579 21. 
40-13.68 N 111-51.90 W 07s OOlE 08 0017142 23.9 
40-14.04 N 111-51.96 W 07s 0 1 E  05 0017141 25.0 
40-21.0 N 111-54.3 W 055 O O l W  25 0017154 35.0 
40-10.02 N 111-37.32 W 075 00% 32 0017121 0 2207 
40-04.7 N 111-43.9 W 085 002E 32 0017123 26.6 
40-31.53 N 111-28.08 W 035 004E 26 0017467 39. 
4631.92 N 111-28.86 W 035 004E 27 0017468 39.8 
40-31.98 N 111-28.14 W 03s 004E 26 0017380 
40-31.5 N 111-29.2 W 03s W E  27 0017474 28. 
40-32.10 N 111-28.92 W 03s 004E 27 0017381 45. 
4631.5 Id 111-28.2 W 035 004E 27 0017471 30. 
40-31.5 N 111-29.2 W 03s 004E 27 0017473 32. 
40-31.5 H 113-29.2 W 03s 004E 27 0017472 29. 
40-31.5 N 111-29.2 W 03s 004E 27 0017470 29. 
40-31.5 N 111-29.2 W 035 OO4E 27 0017469 29. 
37-17.10 N 113-1824 W 405 Ol3W 27 0017581 21. 
3769.94 N 113-22.97 W 425 014W 01 0017584 23.5 
37-08.5 N 113-22.4 W 425 014W 12 017587 20. 
37-07.22 N 113-35.52 W 42s 016W 24 0017597 21. 
37-05,82 N 113-34.32 W 425 015W 30 0017595 220 
37-07.92 N 113-25. W 425 014W 15 0017588 20. 
3748.30 N 113-31.66 W 425 015W 15 0017591 23.5 
37-08.30 N 113-31.63 W 425 015W 15 0017592 21. 
.37-23.58 N 113-36-60 W 39s 016W 14 do17580 21. 
37- 1.74 N 113-37.50 W 435 016W 22 0017599 21. 
37-11.4 N 113-16.1 W 415 01% 25 0017110 
37-11.4 N 113-16.1 W 415 013W 25 0017111 42.2 
37-11.4 H 113-16.1 W 41s 013U 25 0017109 
37011.4 N 113-16.1 W 415 013W 25 0017379 37.7 
37-11.) N 113-16.1 U 415 Ol3W 25 0017377 
3748.25 N 11340.73 W 425 O15U 14 0017112 20.0 
37- 7.74 N 113-29.8 Y 425 015W 14 0017590 20. 
3744.9 N 113-31.9 W 425 015W 33 0017596 21. 
37-03.6 N 11341.26 Y 43s 015U 10 0017598 20.5 
37-10.66 N 113-38.06 W 415 016W 34 0017583 21. 
37- 6.00 N 113-34.9 W 42s 015W 30 0017594 22. 
40-31.98 N 111-29.04 W 033 004E 27 0017382 40. 
37-11.40 N 113-16.30 w 42s 0 1 3 ~  25 0018072 41.8 
c 
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WASIIl WGTOM TULLIS, s o  
MASH I NGTON UNWMlfO SPRI 3749.7 N 113-23.25 W 2 0017586 21, WASHINGTON UTAH STATE L 37-13.38 N 313-18.9 W 4LS 013U 16 0017582 21.5 
WASHINGTO# VEYO WARN SP 37-19.1 N 113-4104 W 405 Ol6W 06 0017374 32.2 WASH I NGTOH VU0 WARM SP 37-19.1 N 113.91.4 W 305 016W 06 0017375 32.2 
WASH 1NGTON YIROIN RIVER 3749.44 N 133-23094 W 42s 014W 02 0017585 210 
WAS11 I NGTON V I R G I I I  RIVER, UTAH 31-11-50 N 113116.50 W 41s 013H 25 0018071 33.5 W A S l l I l T ( l N  WARM SPRItlO 37-08.3 N 113-30.70 W 425 015W 14 0017113 24.0 
WASH I NGTON WARNER VMLFY 37-05.74 N 113-26.79 W 425 014W 32 0017589 210 
BE RT AVERY 38-15-97 N 110-49.71 W 295 OloE 21 0017207 23.0 WAYNE. 
WAYNE COW WASH 38-13.6 N 110-44.3 W 305 OllE 05 0017914 21.0 
WAYNE GARKANE mWER 38-20.46 N 111-04.2 W 285 008E 29 0017612 24. 
WEOER REFRIES, l o  41-13.26 N 112-03.0 W 06W OO2U 27 0017170 Q 20.0 
WEOLR GEORGE EAST NO. 1 41-17.64 N 112-11*36 W 07# 003Y 33 0017175 20.0 
WEOER 41-17.65 N 112-13.7 W 07N 003W 31 0017432 34.0 
UEOLR 41-18.0 W 112-13.3 W 07N 003W- 31 0017438 34. 
WEBER 41-18.06 W 112-13.0 W O7N 003W 32 0017441 34. 
WfOER 41-18.3 N 112-13.38 W O7N 003W 31 0017167 39.0 
WEBER 41-18.3 N 112-13.38 W 07N 003U 31 017431 38. 
WEBER 41-18.00 N 112-13.2 W Of# 003W 31 0017433 25. 
WEOf R 41-18.00 N 112-13.2 W Of# 003W 31 0017434 25. 
WEOEff GSLH 6 C CQRP. WO. 6 41-18-00 N 112-13.2 W 07N 003W 31 0017435 30. 
WEOL R GSLM 1 6: GORP. NO, 7 41-17-94 N 112-13.3 W O7N 003W 31 0017437 34. 
K O C R  41-17.9 N 112-13.3 W O7H 003W 31 0017439 30. 
WZOLR 41-17-82 El 112-13.1 W 07N 003W 31 0017440 29. 
WERFR GSlM 6 C GORP. H0.6 41118.18 N 112-13.3 W 07N 003W 31 0017168 WERER JACQE, R o  M a  41016.4 N 112-10.08 W 06N 003W 10 0017426 22. 
WEnER JACOR, R e  U. 41-16-82 N 112-13.05 W 06N 003W 05 0017425 25. 
YEBER MARGUARD1 A C R  41-14-96 N 112-12.84 W 06H 003U 19 0017427 22. 
WEBER OGGnEW HOT SPRlNGS 41-14.14 N 111-55.42 W 06N 00lW 23 0017421 57.2 
uEnm OGMN HOT SPRINGS 41-14-14 N 111-55.42 W 06N OOlW 23 0017328 58.3 
WEOER . OGDEIj HOT SPRINGS 41-14.14 N 111-55.42 W 06N 00lW 23 0017327 
WEBER OGDEM HOT SPRINGS 41-14-14 N 111-55.42 W 06N 00lW 23 0017329 
WEnER PARKER, R. F o  41-10.50 N 112- 9.60 Y Q5H 003U 15 0017418 24. 
N n E R  PATIO SPRIHG 41-19.68 N 111-49.56 X 07N 00lE 22 0017654 20. WEBER PEWAN, E. 41-10.92 N 112-06.4 W 05N 002U 07 0017416 220 
WERfR FREVEDEL, 8. 41-12-42 N 112- 4.08 W 06N 002W 33 0017423 20. 
WEBER RHLAD, T o  W o  41- 9.84 tl 112-09.2 W 05N 003W 15 0017420 22.2 
WERER RHEAD, T o  W o  41- 9.84 N 11269.2 W 05N 003W 15 0017419 24. 
WERFR RICIIAROS, H a  41- 9.24 N 112-18.84 W O5N 004W 
WEBER STRATFORO, G. L o  41-13.20 N 112- 1.44 W O6N 002W 25 0017171 20.0 
WEDER UTAH nY PRODUCTS 41-13.50 N 111-59.15 W 06N 00lY 29 0017422 24.0 
WEBER UTAH HOT SPRINGS 41-20.32 N 112-01.86 W 07N 02W 14 0017331 
uEnn UTAH HOT SPRINGS 41-20.32 N 112-01.86 W 07N 002Y 14 0017333 57.2 
WEDER UTAH HOT SPRINGS 41-20.32 H 112-01.86 W 07# 002W 14 0017332 
WEBER UTAH 1101 SPRIWGS 41-20.32 N 112-01.86 W O7N 002W 14 0017330 
WEBER 41- 9.96 N 111-59.10 Y 05N O O l W  17 0017413 21. 
WEBER 41-10.5 N 111-59.76 N 05M 00lH 18 0017414 21. 
* '  
CStH 8 C CORP MOD 11 
GSLM & C CORP. MO. 1Q 
GStM (c C CORP. NO. 13 
GStPl 1 C CORP. MO. 14 
GSLH d C CORP. NO. 15 
GSLM 1 C COW. WO. 3 
(XU4 1 C CORP. NO. 4 
WEOER GStM 1 C CORP. MO. 12 41-16.07 N 112-13.18 w OIN 003w 31 0017436 34. 
GSLU 6 C C0RF" NO. 8 
GSLH & C CORPo WO. 9 




APPENDIX B I 347 
Index t o  GEOTHERM sample f i l e  f o r  the state of Utah sorted by county, township 
(TNS), range (RNG), and section (Sect.) Also given are the name of source, GEOTHERM 
record i den t i f i e r  (I.D.), and temperature (Temp. OC). See Table 1 f o r  explanation 
of alphabetic qual i f iers  preceding temperature. 
I.D. Temp. County TNS RNG Sect. Name o f  Source 
BEAVER THERMO HOT SPRINGS 0000739 89.5 
ROOSEVELT HOT SPRING 0000735 55.0 BEAVER BEAVER 
BEAVER ? 012W 28 THERMO HOT SPRINGS 0017373 
BEAVER 26s 006W 07 SULFERDALE 0017306 22. BEAVER 26s 009W 34 MCKEAN, P. 6. (ROOSEVELT) 0017444 56. 
BEAVER 265 009W 34 MCKEAN, P. 8. (ROOSEVELT) 0017443 Q 85. 
0017442 24.5 BEAVER 26s 009W 34 SALT 
00 166 91 
BEAVER 27s 009W 03 PHILLIPS 54-3 0016690 Q 260. 
BEAVER 27s 009W 07 MCKEAN, P.B. (ROOSEVELT) 0017026 99. 
BEAVER 27s 009W 16 STEAM E L L  0017446 133. 
BEAVER 27s OlOW 31 SULLIVAN LAND'& LIVESTOCK 0017445 27. 
BEAVER 28s OlOW 05 SP, LMSR RR 0017013 21.7 
BEAVER 28s oiow 05 A. w. WINBERG 0017015 20.0 
BEAVER 28s OlOW 05 E. TANNER 0017014 21.7 
BEAVER 28s OlOW 07 TOWN, MILFORD - 0017027 25.5 
BEAVER 28s OIOW 14 HANSON LAND t LIVESTOCK 0017447 20.5 
BEAVER 28s OlOW 18 GOODWIN, G. C. 0017448 21. 
BEAVER 28s OlOW 18 MILFORD TOWN 0017012 22.2 
BEAVER 28s OlOW 18 MILFORD TOWN 0017011 22.2 
BEAVER 28s OlOW 18 MCCAULEY, JO 0017010 20.0 
BEAVER 28s OlOW 18 LEWIS, A.6. 0017009 26.6 




PHILLIPS 3-1 - PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COO 0016688 Q 205. 
BEAVER 27s 009W 03 PHILLIPS 54-3 
BEAVER 27s 009W 09 PHILLIPS 9-1 - PHILLIPS PETROLEUM CO. 0016689 30. 
28s 010W 18 FORGIE, J. 
as oiw 19 MALKER, T. E. 
28s 012U 29 WOODHOUSE 
BEAVER 28s 014W 11 EARTH SCIENCES, INC. 
BEAVER 29s 008w 25 GREENVILLE SCHOOL 
BEAVER 29s 0 0 8 W  25 GREENWLLE NARD LDS CHURCH 
BEAVER 29s 008W 36 BARTON, S. R. 
29s 00% 19 WNAMED SPRING 
29s 009W 36 MINERSVILLE RES.& IRR. CO. 
BEAVER 30s 009W 07 DOTSONS (RADIUM) 
BEAYER 3OS OOSW 07 DOTSONS tWIUt3) 
BUYER 30s 009W 07 DOTSONS (WIM) 
BEAVER 30s 009W Q7' TOWN OF MlUERSYItLE 
BEAVER 305 009W 07 DOTSONS (RADIUM) 
BEAVER 30s 009W 09 US BLH 
BEAVER 30s 009W 31 WlLLW 
BEAVER 305 01W 19 NEB CRAW 
&EAVER 30s OUW 22 US BLM 















BEAVER 30s 010W 13 NEB CRAW 
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L, 
BEAVER 30s 012W 21 THERMO HOT SRPINGS 0017006 0 76.6 
BEAVER 30s 012W 21 THERMO HOT SPRINGS 0017372 
BEAVER 30s 01261 28 U.S. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, 0017023 Q 75.0 
BEAVER 30s 012W 28 THERMO HOT SPRINGS 0017024 60.0 
BEAVER 30s 012W 28 THERMO HOT SPRINGS 0017025 60.0 
BEAVER 30s 012W 28 THERMO HOT SPRINGS 0017460 82.5 
BEAVER 30s 012W 28 THERMO HOT SPRINGS 001?461 78. 
BEAVER 30s 012W 28 THERMO HOT SPRING 0002961 89.5 
BEAVER 30s 012W 38 T H E M  HOT SPRINGS 0017462 76.5 
BOX ELDER 05N 013W 31 L. W. KELLER CORP. WELL 82 0017650 22. 
BOX ELDER 06N 005W 21 COMPTON 0017225 21.0 
BOX ELDER 06N 00561 21 COMPTON SPRING 0017637 21.5 
BOX ELDER 07N 002W 10 WELLS & LARKIN 0017428 24. 
BOX ELDER 07N 00215 14 UTAH HOT SPRINGS 0017334 58.3 
BOX ELDER 07N 002W 16 LDS CHURCH 0017429 24. 
BOX ELDER 07N 00215 16 PENTON, R. G. 0017430 25. 
BOX ELDER 07N 00561 15 UNNAMED SPRING 0017638 25. 
BOX ELDER 08N 00261 21 WILLARD BAY GUN CLUB 0017395 20. 
BOX ELDER 08N 005W 05 POULSEN, V. S. 0017226 20.0 
BOX ELDER 08N 00% 05 POULSEN, V. S. 0017639 22. 
BOX ELDER 09N 00361 27 CHESAPEAKE DUCK CLUB 0017075 42.0 
BOX ELDER 09N 003W 27 CHESAPEAKE DUCK CLUB 0017074 74.0 
BOX ELDER 10N 002W 16 DAVIS I 0017073 107. 
BOX ELDER 10N 003W 04 JEPPERSON 0017389 25.0 
BOX UDER ION 00361 30 STINKING HOT SPRINGS 0017390 48. 
BOX ELDER 10N 003W 30 STINKING HOT SPRINGS 0017338 
THERMO 
BOX ELDER 10N 003W 30 STINKING HOT SPRINGS 0017337 5i.i 
BOX ELDER 10N 003W 30 STINKING HOT SPRINGS 00173363 51 01 
BOX ELDER 10N 003W .30 STINKING HOT SPRINGS 0017391 47.5 
BOX ELDER 10N 00361 30 STINKING HOT SPRINGS 0017335 
BOX ELDER 10N 003W 33 ANDERSON, L. 0017080 28.0 
BOX ELDER 1ON 004W 23 UNNAMED SPRING 0017076 24.5 
BOX ELDER 10N 004H 23 UNNAMED SPRING 001?077 26.0 
BOX ELMR 10N 004W 24 LITTLE MOUNTAIN WARM SPRING 0017079 42. 
BOX ELDER ION 006W 09 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 0017640 22.5 
BOX ELDER ION 006W 09 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 0017641 21.5 
BOX ELDER 10N 015W 06 UARM SPRING t 2  0017629 20. 
80X ELDER ION 01801 21 TANNER, ERLfN 0017236 ~ Q . O  
BOX ELDER 10N 01801 30 KlMBER (ROSE) SFREUG 0017466 20. 
BOX ELDER 1ON 018W 33 KEHBER, B. C. om7237 211.0 
BOX ELDER 10s 004W 24 LITTLE MOWTAIN UARM SPRING 0017078 42.0 
80X ELDER 11N 002W 29 CRYSTAL (MADSEE1s) HOT SPRING 0017081 53.5 
BOX ELDER 11N 002W 29 CRYSTAL (HADSEKS)HOT SPRING 0017341 
BOX ELDER 11N 002W 29 CRYSTAL (HADSENS)HOT SPRING 0017340 51.1 
BOX ELDER UN 002w n CRYSTAL IWWSENSMOT SPRING 0017339 
6QX ELDER 11N Q O W  29 CRYSTAL (HADSEN$) HOT SPRING 0017082 55, 
BOX ELDER 21N 004U 34 UNNAMED SPRING 0017083 21. 
BOX ElDER 11N 004W 34 UNNAMED SPRING 0017084 22.0 
BOX ELDER 1 I N  019W 11 WARBURTON, H. 0017238 42.0 
BOX ELDER 12N 0034 $5 KING, Lo 0017071 20.0 
BOX ELDER 12N 005W 22 TOWN OF HOUELL oai7m Q 2o.o 
BOX ELDER 22N 00615 33 UNNAMED SPRING 0017600 Q 20.5 
sox UQER 1 2 ~  ai5u 13 NARM SPRING I 0017630 26.5 
a; 
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BOX ELDER 13N 002W 27 CUTLER WARM SPRING 0017392 23. 
BOX ELDER 13N 003W 11 TOWN OF PLYMOUTH 0017085 29.0 
BOX ELDER 13N 003W 23 UDY HOT SPRINGS (INDIAN POOL) 0017087 43.0 
BOX ELDER 13N 003W 23 UDY HOT SPRINGS (RIVER POOLS) 00117086 46.0 
BOX ELDER 13N 003W 23 UDY HOT SPRINGS 0017072 43.0 
BOX ELDER 13N 003W 23 UDY HOT SPRINGS 0017393 511. 
BOX ELDER 13N 003W 23 UDY HOT SPRINGS 0017394 43. 
BOX ELDER 13N 005W 29 BLUE CREEK SPRINGS 0017602 28. 
BOX ELDER 13N 005W 29 BLUE CREEK SPRINGS 0017603, 26.5 
BOX ELDER 13N 005W 31 NESSEN, L. D. 0017603 20.5 
BOX ELDER 13N 012W 30 CARTER, L. G. 0017399 25. 
BOX ELDER 13N 012W 30 CARTER, 1. G. 0017631 25. 
0017632 21. BOX ELDER 13N 013W 27 LARSON, C. D. 
BOX ELDER 13N 013W 34 CARTER, W. R. 0017633 21. 
BOX ELDER 13N 013W 35 RICHARDSON, E. M. 0017634 23. 
BOX ELDER 13N 014W 24 PUGSLEY, R. R. 0017635 23. 
BOX ELDER 13N 016W 23 HEAD SPRING 0017636 21. 
BOX ELDER 14N 006W 09 STOKES, DELORlS 0017604 20.5 
BOX ELDER 14N 009W 04 HANNA, GARY 0017277 20.5 
BOX ELDER 14W 009W 04 TAYLOR, C. 0017276 22. 
BOX ELDER 14N OlOGI 33 COYOTE WARM SPRIN 0017278 43. 
BOX ELDER 14N OlOW 33 COYOTE WARM SPRXNG 0017279 43.5 
BOX ELDER 15W 006W 34 TOLMAN, R. W. 0017605 20.5 
BOX ELDER 15N 00961 28 LEE, J .  E. 
BOX ELDER 15N 009W 28 LEE, 3. E. 
BOX ELDER 15N 009W 29 TAYLOR, C. 
BOX ELDER 15N 009W 31 TAYLOR, E. 
BOX ELDER 15N 009W 31 TAYLOR, E. 
CACHE 12N O O l E  16 TAYLOR, C. GIELL 0017091 22.0 
CACHE 12N OOlE 16 BODRERO, 0. WELL 0017090 20.0 
CACHE 12N O O l E  16 BENSON fRREGATION COMPANY WELL 0017088 54.9 
CACHE 12N OOlE 16 BENSON IRRIGATION COMPANY WELL 0017089 21.0 
CACHE 12N OOlE  17 BENSON IRRIGATION COMPANY WELL 0017092 21.0 
CACHE 12N OOlE 20 UENNERGREN, C. WELL 0017095 23.0 
CACHE 1W OOlE 20 WENNERGREN, C. WELL 0017094 24.0 
CACHE 12U OOlE 20 WENEMRGREN, C. WELL 0017093 23.0 
CACHE 1205 OOIE 2E BECKSTEAD, A.A. WELL 0017096 24.0 
CACHE 12N OOlE 21 PEART, W. WELL 0017097 25.0 
CACHE 12bl OOIE 22 SEARS, F. WELL 0017098 27.0 
CACHE 12N OOIE 27 STETLER, F. WELL Of317099 26.0 
CACHE 12N OOlE 28 LESONBEE, C. WELL 0017104 21.0 
CACHE 1213 OOlE 28 LOGANA PtWGE UELL OO1TlOl 25.0 
CACHE 12H OOlE 28 LOGANA PLUNGE WELL 0017108 24.0 
CACHE 12W OOlE 28 KEARL, L. UEtL 0017103 21.0 
CACHE 1W OOlE 28 IDS UELFARE FARM UELL 0017102 23.0 
CACHE 12U OOlE 29 GOSSNER,E. HELL 0017106 20.0 
CACHE 12N OOlE 29 GOSSNER CHEESE WELL 
CACHE 12N O O l W  02 CRONWEST, H.C. WELL 
CACHE 12N OOlW 10 NUTTALL, 3.t. WELL 0017107 21.0 
CACHE 13N OOIE 18 CACHE VALLEY DAIRY WELL 0017606 21. 
CACHE 13N OOlW 10 BROWN, N. WELL 0017608 49. 
CACHE 13E1 O O l W  25 TOOMBS, W.U. K L L  0017W 28, 
CACHE 1% 001Y 25 TOONS, W.V. WELL 00176r0 28. 
U 




CACHE 13N OOlW 27 SEAMONS, N.B. WELL 0017108 23.0 
CACHE 14N 0011 33 GANCHEFF, D.J. SPRING 0017611 31. 
DAVIS 02N OOlW 26 THALMAN, F. WELL 0017172 Q 20.0 
DAVIS 02N OOlW 27 THALMAN, A. WELL 0017912 20.0 
DAVIS 03N OOlW 04 ROUECHE, L. WELL 0017400 20. 
DAVIS 03N OOlW 05 SMITH, C.D. WELL 0017401 24. 
DAVIS 03N OOlW 09 HARRIS, W. WELL 0017402 20.0 
DAVIS 03N OOlW 15 CEN. DAVIS CO. SD WELL 0017403 22. 
DAVIS 03N OOlW 15 CEN. DAVIS CO. SD WELL 0017404 24. 
DAVIS 03N OOlW 27 WHEELER MACH. CO. WELL 0017405 21.0 
DAVIS 03N OOlW 35 FARMINGTON BAY REFUGE WELL 0017407 29. 
DAVIS 03N OOlW 35 FARMINGTON BAY REFUGE WELL 0017406 33. 
H I L L  AFB WELL NO. 5 
GSL AUTHORITY WELL 0017411 23. 
GSL AUTHORITY WELL 0017410 24. 
DAVIS 0 4 M  003W GSL AUTHORITY WELL 0017412 21. 
DAVIS 04N 003M 19 GSL AUTHORITY WELL 0017409 24.0 
DAVIS 05N OOlW H I L L  AFB WELL NO. 2 0017174 Q 20.0 
DAVIS 05N 002W 05 HAWES, C.C. WELL 0017415 22. 
DAVIS 05N 003V 11 BYINGTON, H. J .  0017417 20. 
DAVIS 05N 003W 27 HOOPER HOT SPRINGS 0017321 60. 
DAVIS 05N 003ts 27 HOOPER HOT SPRINGS 0017324 54.4 
DAVIS 05N 003U 27 HOOPER HOT SPRINGS 0017176 60. 
DAVIS 05N 003W 27 HOOPER HOT SPRINGS 0017325 47.8 
DAVIS 05N 003W 28 SOUTHWEST HOOPER WARM SPRINGS 0000741 32.2 
DAVIS 0613 003H 04 WAYMENT, E.J. WELL 0017424 21. 
DUCHESNE 01N 008W 30 WARM SPRING . 0017556 26. 
EMERY 18s 014E 09 ROADSIDE GEYSER - WATER WELL 0017218 27.8 
GARFIELD 31s 009E 17 DEAD COWS SPRING 0017208 25.0 
GARFIELD 33s 005W 16 TEBBS SPRING 0017538 Q 20. 
GARFIELD 33s 005W 17 LAFEVRE'S SPRING 0017537 R 29. 
GARFIELD 33s 013E UPPER HOG SPRING 0017627 31. 
GARFIELD 355 00% THOMPSON SEEP 0017618 21. 
GARFIELD 35s OlUE 0017619 20. 
GARFIELD 35s OlOE SALERATUS SPRING 0017620 Q 20. 
6ARFIELD 35s OllE SHETAMARING MINE ELL  0017615 21. 
GARFIELD 35s OllE 0017614 20. 
GARFIELD 35s O11E 0017621 22. 
GARFIELD 35s 012E 0037625 28.. 
GARFIELD 365 O l 1 E  04317623 23- 
GARFIELD 36s OllE L RACE SPRlWG 0017624 25. 
6ARFIEt.D 36s 012E 08 MULE SPRING 0017626 23. 
IRON 31s 009U 03 B16 MAPLE SPRING ooZ7463 21, 
IRON 32s 008W 12 BUCKHORN CORP. 0017220 20.0 
f RON 34s 012W 36 JVNES, L. C. WELL 001,?22l 28.0 
IRON 34s 01W 18 DE ARMAND d l  WELL 001'PIM €45. 
IRON 36s 015U 04 COLUMBPA IRON WELL 0017115 20.0 
IRON 365 01W 18 PICKERELL, V. OBSERVATION WELL 0017117 23.3 
IRON 36s 01W 2Q CHRISTENSEN BROS WATER WELL 0017118 Q 95.5 
IRON 37s 012V 11 VANDEUBRGE 6. 0017628 21- 
IRON 37s 012W 11 YANDENBURGE G. 0017222 21.1 
JUAB U S  014M 23 F I S H  SPRENGS 0017465 21.8 
3UAB 12s O O N  12 LUNT R. 0017228 20, 
JUAB 14s 008M 10 BAKER (ABRAHAM OR CRATER) oooO745 Q 82.2 
0017408 Q 22. 
HOT SPRINGS 





JUAB 14s 008W 10 BAKER (ABRAHAM OR CRATER) HOT SPRINGS 0017358 
JUAB 14s 008W 10 BAKER (ABRAHAM OR CRATER) HOT SPRINGS 0002963 Q 82.2 
JUAB 145 008'61 10 BAKER (ABRAHAM OR CRATER) HOT SPRINGS 0017536 Q 82.2 
MILLARD MEADOW HOT SPRINGS 0000747 41.0 
MILLARD 15s 005W 33 DMAD I R R  0017249 21.1 
MILLARD 15s 005W 33 DMAD I R R  0017250 21.7 
0017911 27.2 MILLARD 15s 019W 31 WARM SPRINGS 
MILLARD 15s 019W 31 GANDY WARM SPRING 0017910 28. 
MILLARD 15s 019W 31 GANDY WARM SPRINGS 0017646 26.5 
MILLARD 15s 019W 31 GANDY WARM SPRINGS 0017645 27. 
MILLARD 16s 005W 18 DMAD IRR 0017251 20. 
MILLARD 16s 005W 19 DMAD I R R  0017252 20. 
MILLARD 16s 005W 19 DMAO IRR 0017253 20. 
MILLARD 16s 00715 23 HANSEN, D. L. 0017004 21.7 
MILLARD 16s 007M 24 JONES, J .  R. 0017254 23.3 
MILLARD 16s 007W 24 JONES, 3. R. 0017255 22.7 
MILLARD 165 008tl 12 PECK, L. C. 0017256 26.6 
MILLARD 16s 008W 21 ELLSWORTH, L. 8. 0017005 24.4 
MILLARD 16s 00861 21 ELLSWORTH, L. 6. 0017274 28.9 
MILLARD 16s 008W 26 6OLDEN HARVEY I R R  0017258 
MILLARD 16s 008W 26 GOLDEN HARVEY IRR 0017257 26.6 
MILLARD 16s 01561 13 COYOTE SPRING 0017029 28.0 
MILLARD 16s 015W 13 COYOTE SPRING 0017028 28.0 
MILLARD 16s 015W 26 UNNAMED SPRING 0017030 24.5 
MILLARD 16s 015W 34 WILLOW SPRING 0017039 19.5 
MILLARD 16s 018W 09 FOOTES RANCH 0017231 20.0 
MILLARD 16s 018W 22 TWIN SPRINGS 0017229 20.0 
' MILLARD 175 006W 18 MOODY, R. 0. 0017260 26.1 
MILLARD 17s 006W 21 LARSEN, T. 0017261 20.6 
MILLARD 17s 006W 26 ELLSWORTH, L. B. 0017262 75. 
MILLARD 17s 006W 28 0017263 25. 
MILlARD 17s 006W 33 0017264 20. 
MILLARD 17s 007W 01 0037265 26.6 
MILLARD 17s 007W 01 TOWN OF DELTA. 0017266 26.6 
HItLARD 17s 007w 22 CRAFTS, D. 001726T 20.6 
MILLARD 17S007W 34 PETERSON, G o  M. 0017268 21.7 
MXLLARD 17s 015Y 10 N L E  SPRING GROUP 0017034 27.0 
MILLARD 17s O M 4  10 UNNANED SPRING 001703~ 27.5 
HILlARD 17s 015w 10 TULE SPRING GRWP 0017035 27.0 
MILLARD 17S015w 10 TULE, N. 0017033 28.Q 
MILLARD 17s 01% 10 UNNAMED. SPRING 0017032 27.5 
HIELARD 17s 01% €5 TULE, S. at17036 25.0 
HLLLARD 17s 01% 25 UNWANED WELL 0017038 31.0 
MILLARD 17s 015U 25 UNNAMED SPRING 0017037 27.0 
MILlARD 17s 016W 28 SKUNK SPRING 0017040 16.0 
MILLARD 18s 005W 06 UNION PACIFIC 0017001 21-1 
MIUARD 18s mu HART, C. D o  0017002 21.7 
MItLARO 18s 008W 24 ROBISON, W. 0017003 25.6 
MILLARD 18s 018W 1 KNOLL SPRINGS 0017230 21.4 
MILLARD 18s 019U 2 0017647 22, 
HlUARD 18s O W  28 HILL, 3. 0. 0017648 22. 
MILLARD 19s OOW 21 BADGER, F. 0017189 22.2 
MILLARD 17s 006W 17 GARDNER, 3. F. AND R. M. 0017259 2708 
MILLARD 22s 006W 27 MEADOW HOT SPRINGS 0017361 32.2 
MILLARD 22s 006W 27 MEADOW HOT SPRINGS 0017533 30. 
MiLLARD 22s 006W 27 WARM SPRING 0017904 35.0 
MILLARD 22s 006W 27 MEADOW HOT SPRINGS 0017534 41. 
MILLARD 22s 006W 27 MEADOGI HOT SPRINGS 0017301 33. 
MILLARD 22s 006W 34 DEVILS RIDGE SPRING I 1 0017906 18.0 
fLLARD 22s OQ6W 35 HATTON HOT SPRINGS 0017362 37.7 
ILLARD 22s 006W 35 HATTON HOT SPRINGS 0017363 
ILLARD 22s 006W 35 UNNAMED WELL 0017535 67. 
352 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 02 IRVINE,  R. L. 0017059 26.1 
SALT LAKE OlN 00261 02 IRVINE, R. L. 0017063 20.0 
‘SALT LAKE 01N 002W 02 IRVINE, R. L. 0017060 26.6 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 16 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017508 24. 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 21 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017509 22. 
0017510 20. 
SALT LAKE OlN 002W 21 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017511 24. 
SALT LAKE 01N O02W 21 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017513 22.7 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 21 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017512 23. 
SALT LAKE 01N 00261 22 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE-HILL 0017514 23. 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 25 UNNAMED SPRING 0017497 29. 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 25 GILLMORE, C. F. 0017065 25. 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 25 GILLMORE, C. F. 0017064 25.0 
SALT LAKE 01N 002M 27 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017515 25. 
SALT LAKE OIN 002W 36 JEREMY, E. J .  0017482 28.5 
SALT LAKE OlN 002W 36 JEREMY, E. J. 0017483 28. 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 36 JERENY E.J. 0017061 Q 27.2 
SALT LAKE 01N 00361 34 MORTON SALT 0017043 26.1 
SALT LAKE OlN 003W 34 MORTON SALT 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlE 19 SCHMIDT, M. 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlW 18 SUDBURY, L. W. 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlW 18 SUDBURY , L. W. 0017488 21.5 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlW 18 SUDBURY, L. W. 0017487 22. 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlW 18 SUDBURY, S. A. 0017501 20.5 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlW 18 SUDBURY, S. A. 0017500 20.6 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlW 19 KENNECOTT COPPER 0017062 Q 24.4 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlW 20 GRANGER-HUNTER IMPROVEMENT DIST 0017507 23.3 
SALT LAKE 01s OUlM 27 GRANGER-HUNTER IMPROVEMENT DIST 0017490 21. 
d, 
SALT LAKE 01N 002W 21 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 
SALT LAKE 01s 0 0 l W  35 SALT LAKE CO. WATER CONSERV. DEST. 0017491 21. 
SALT LAKE 01s OOlW 35 SALT LAKE C O O  WATER CONSERV. DIST. 0017492 22.8 
SALT LAKE 01s oozw a i  UTAH POWER AND LIGHT co. 0017067 20.0 
SALT LAKE 01;s 002W 01 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017521 26. 
SALT LAKE 01s 002W 02 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017516 24.4 
SALT LAKE 01s OON 02 BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 0017522 26.6 
SALT LAKE 01s 00261 06 MORTON SALT 00M046 21.1 
SALT LAKE 01s 002W 06 MORTON SALT 0017047 22.2 
SALT LAKE 01s OMW 06 WRTON SALT CO. 0017523 22. 
SALT LAKE 01s 002U 12 
SALT LAKE 01SOO2W 12 H PIONEER STAKE 
SALT LAKE O€S 002W 17 KENNECOTT COPPER 
SALT LAKE O€S 002bl 23 YOUNG, K. W. 0017436 21.5 
SALT LAKE 01s 00211 23 YOUNG, K. W. 0017495 21. 
0017502 22.7 SALT LAKE 015002W 24 KENNECOTT COPPER 
SALT LAKE 01s 002M 24 KLEIN, F. 6. 0017517 23. 
SALT LAKE 01s 003W 15 KEMMECOTT COPPER 0017504 2?.2 
SALT LAKE 01s 00361 15 KENNECOTT COPPER. OU17524 21.6 
SALT LAKE OXS 003W 15 KEMNECOTT COPPER 0017525 26, 
SALT LAKE 01s 003W 15 KEWECOTT GOPER 0017503 27.7 
SALT LAKE 02N 002W 35 LAKEFRONT GUN CLUB 0017485 22. 
SALT LAKE O2N 002W 35 LAKEFRONT GUN CLUB 0017486 26.5 
SALT LAKE 012s OO€E 07 TQWERS, H.A. 00170’10 20.0 
SALT LAKE 025 O O l W  04 GRAVEL PIT 0017057 20.0 
SALT LAKE 02s 002W 05 WCHUS GRAVEL PIT 00E7058 20.0 
SALT LAKE 03s OOIE 20 8ARROS. INC. 0017069 23. 
dl 
0017518 21. SALT LAKE 03s OOlE 20 DRAPER IRRIGATION CO. 
SALT LAKE 03s OOlE 29 DRAPER IRRIGATION 0017505 25.5 
SALT LAKE 03s OOlE 29 LOGAN, S. B .  0017519 22. 
SALT LAKE 03s OOlW 01 SALT LAKE COUNTY WATER CONSERV. DIST. 0017068 24.4 
0017493 20.5 SALT LAKE 035 OOlW 12 HARRISON, A. W. 
SALT LAKE 03s OOlW 12 HARRISON, A. W. 0017053 20.6 
SALT LAKE 035 OOlW 18 SANDY CITY CORP. 0017056 27.8 
0017055 22.7 SALT LAKE 035 OOlW 23 E. JORDAN CANAL CO. 
0017054 28.3 SALT LAKE 04s OOlW 02 STATE PRISON 
SALT LAKE 04s OOlW 11 CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 0017531 58.3 
0017532 32.7 SALT LAKE 04s OOlW 11 CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 
SALT LAKE 045 OOlW 11, CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 0017354 
SALT LAKE 04s OOlW 11, CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 0017353 
SALT LAKE 04s OOlW 11, CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 0017352 
SALT LAKE 04s 00lW 22 CWP WILLIAMS R.R. 0017494 21. 
SALT LAKE 04s OOlW 23 UNNAMED SPRING 0017052 22.7 
SAN JUAN 35s 014E 30 WARM SPRING 0017622 25.5 
SAN JUAN .39S 026E 21 NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 0017616 21. 
SAN JUAN 39s 026E 33 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFIARS 121-163 0017209 22.7 
SAN JUAN 40s 022E 30 BLUFF IRR. CO. 0017617 20. 
‘SAN JUAN 40s 025E 01 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 12T-312 0017219 21.7 
SAN JUAN 40s 02% 05 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 12R-373 0017210 20.0 
0017212 25.0 
0017211 21.1 
017E 14 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 8A-281 0017213 23.3 
009E 07 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 2A-111 0017214 22.2 
OldE 23 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 8A-229 0017215 21.1 
SAN JUAN 43s 019E 29 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS $A-260 0017216 22.2 
SAN JUAN 43s 023E 32 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 9Y-57 0017217 20.0 
SANPETE 14s 005E 16 FBC IRR. 0017544 55. 
SANPETE 18s OOZE 13 LIVINGSTON WARM SPRING 0017387 Q 22.2 
SANPETE 19s 002E 04 STERLING WARM SPRING 0017388 19.4 
SANPETE 19s OOZE 04 STERLING WARM SPRING 0017545 19.4 
SNIER 21s OOlW 11 TOWN OF REOMOND 0017239 21.1 SEVIER 23s 00% 26 RICHFIELO HARM SPRINGS 0017539 20. 
003W 26 RICHFIELD WAM SPRINGS 0017540 22.2 
00361 10 MONROE (COWER) HOT SPRSNGS 0017241 X.0 
5s 003W 10 MONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 0017242 76.1 
003W 10 MONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 0017542 42.2 
003W 11 RED HILL HOT SPRING 0002966 76.5 
003W 11 RED HILL HOT SPRINGS 0017541 76.7 
003W 15 MONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 0017247 36.1 
003W 15 MONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 0080749 70.0 
003M 15 MONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 0002965 61.0 
SEVIER 25s 003W 27 (fOHNSON HARM SPRING 0017245 255.0 
OHNSON HARM SPRING OD17246 26.6 
OM7371 64.4 
0017370 62.8 
WW 23 JOSEPH HOT SPRING 0017244 54.4 
SEYIER 25s W 4 W  23 JOSEPH HOT SFRIN6 0017243 63.8 
SEYIER 255 004M 23 30SEPM HOT SPRINGS oooO751 63.0 
WMIT 01s 08QE 33 UNWED SPRING 0013159 21.0 
SAN JUAN 42s 006E 19 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 8A-293 
SAN JUAN 42s OO9E 35 BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 2A-104 
SEVlER 25s 003W 11 REP HILL HOT SPRING 0017248 Q 76.1 




TOOELE O1N 00961 24 BERTAGNOLE 0017194 23.9 
TOOELE 01N 018W 29 BONNEVILLE LTD. #24 0017396 28. 
TOOELE 01N 018W 31 BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 0017285 24. 
(KAISER FW20) 
TOOELE 01s 003W 17 ASARCO 0017499 31. 
TOOELE 01s 003W 17 ASARCO 0017498 29.5 
TOOELE 01s 007W 08 B I G  WARM SPRINGS 0017349 
TOOELE 01s 007W 08, B I G  WARM SPRSNGS 0017350 
TOOELE 01s 007W 08, B I G  WARM SPRINGS 0017351 18.3 
TOOELE 01s 007W 08, B I G  WARM SPRXNGS 0017344 
TOOELE 01s OO7W 08, B I G  WARM SPRINGS 0017343 
TOOELE 01s 007W 08, B I G  HARM SPRINGS 0017348 
TOOELE O H  007W 08, B I G  WARM SPRINGS 0017347 
TOOELE 01s 00761 08, B I G  HARM SPRINGS 0017346 
TOOELE 01s 007W 08, B I G  WARM SPRINGS 0017345 
TOOELE 01s 007W 08, B I G  WARM SPRINGS 0017342 
TOOELE 01s 007W 09 UTAH FISH AND GAME 0017195 22.2 
TOOELE 01s 007W 15 UNNAMED 0017197 23.3 
TOOELE 01s 007W 25 UNNAMED SPRING 
TOOELE 01s 008W 06 HAMMOND, C. 
TOOELE 01s 019W 02 BONNEVILLE LTD. 
TOOELE 01s 019W 03 KAISER FW7A 0017295 24. 
TOOELE 01s 019W 10 BONNEVILLE LTD. NO. 5 0017286 31. 
TOOELE 01s 019W 23 BONNEVILLE LTD DBW NO. 13 0017288 24.5 
TOOELE 01s 019W 34 KAISER HELL DBW 7 0017290 28. 
TOOELE 01s 019W 35 KAISER DBW 9 0017296 30. 
TOOELE 02s 004W 09 KENNECOTT COPPER GORP . 0017160 30.0 
TOOELE 02s 005W 13 CASSITY, E. 0017161 22.8 
TOOELE 02s OO5W 34 LEMMON, NELDO 0017162 22.7 
TOOELE 02s 006W 16 GRANTSVILLE WARM SPRINGS 0017649 24.4 
TOOELE 02s 006W 23 WORTHINGTON, J .  R. 0017164 20.0 
TOOELE 02s 006W 23 WORTHINGTON, J .  R. 0017165 20. 
TOOELE 02s 008W 24 UNHAMED SPRING ~ 1 7 2 0 0  22.2 
TOOELE 02s 00861 26 NO. HORSESHOE 0017201 22.7 
TOOELE 02s 00861 26 SO. HORSESHOE 001no2 22.7 
TOOELE 02SOO9W O? REDLUM 0017203 21.1 
TOOELE 02s 017V 04 BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 0017398 21. 
(KAISER K65) 
TOOELE 025 019W 03 KAISER N U  8 
TOOELE 02s 019W 14 OBU NO. 1 
TOOELE 025 0€9W 24 DBW N0.3 
TOOELE 013s 0 0 4 W  32 TOOELE CfTY 00€7166 21.T 
TWELE 03s 008N 10 DESERET LIVESTOCK S 0017206 22.7 
TOOELE 035 0 0 8 W  15 DESERET LIVESTOCK S 0017204 21.7 
TOOELE 03s 068W 21 DESERET LIVESTOCK 0027205 23.9 
MLE 04s 019W 06 BLUE LAKE SPRING 0017293 29. 
OELE 05s 005W 09 MORGANS WARM SPRING 0017643 26.7 
OELE 05s 005W 09 MORGANS WARM SPRING 0017642 24. 
TOOELE 05s 00% 17 RUSSELLS WARM SPRIUG 0017644 21.7 
TOOELE 07s OOW 3 2  DAVIS, R. 0017227 20.0 
TOOELE 10s 014W 33 WILSON HOT SPRLNGS 0017464 60.5 
UIUTAM 045 0 2 6  16 SPLIT MTN. WARM SPRING 0017555 30. 
bil 
TOOELE 01s 019W 34 BONNEVILLE, LTD. BW NO. 8 0017289 28. 
TOOELE 02s 005W 34 MORTENSEN, M. 0017163 21.1 
. 
LJ 
UINTAH 05s 022E 22 PAN-AM PETROL ER-10 0017546 44.5 
UINTAH 05s 022E 2 PAN At4 PETROL NO. 1 GENTRY 0017552 46. 
UlNTAH 05s 022E 23 HOLLANDSWORTH AND TRAVIS 0017182 56.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 23 COMPOSITE AV2,3,4,5,7 0017180 49.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 23 COMPOSITE R: LACY 3 & 4 0017186 53.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 23 PAN-AM PETROL ER-1 0017547 49.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 23 COMPOSITE AV1-9 0017179 
UINTAH 05s 022E 23 CRAIN, GRIFFITH, T. E. HALL 1% 0017185 50.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 23 HALL, T. E. #5S 0017184 47.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 24 POLUMBUS CORP NO. 1 0017183 45.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 25 UNION IRRIGATION 0017187 20.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 26 COMPOSITE ER 1,2,4,5,6,8 0017178 50.0 
UINTAH 05s 022E 26 PAN AM PETROL 0017549 49. 
UINTAH 06s 023E 01 GARNER #1 BOESCHE 0017554 46. 
UINTAH 065 023E 01 GARNER #l BOESCHE 0017553 43.5 
UINTAH 08s 020E 36 SHELL OIL PI STATE 0017558 57.5 
UINTAH 08s 020E 36 SHELL OIL P1 STATE 0017557 43.5 
USNTAti 095 020E 36 WOSCO TEST HOLE 0017560 23.5 
UINTAH 09s 020E 36 UOSCO TEST HOLE 0017559 27.5 
UINTAH 10s 020E 35 USBLM 0017572 31. 
UINTAH 10s 022E 17 USBLM 0017563 21.5 
UINTAH 10s 022E 17 USBLM 0017564 22.0 
UINTAH 11s 023E 13 S W R O C K  OIL & GAS CORP. 0017565 26. 
UINTAH 11s 024E 06 USBLM 0017566 28.5 
UINTAH 11s 024E 06 USBLM 0017567 28. 
UINTAH 11s 024E 0017568 26.5 
UINTAH 11s 024E 0017569 26.5 
UINTAH 11s 024E OCK OIL & GAS CORP. 0017570 26.5 
UINTAH 11s 024E 08 SHAMROCK OIL & GAS CORP 0017571 26. 
UINTAH 13s 019E 08 U.S. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 0017905 20.0 
UTAH 05s OOlW 23 SHELLEY, S. J .  0017146 21.1 
UTAH 05s OOlW 24 V.V. STAKE LDS CHURCH 0017147 22.7 
UTAH 05s OOlW 24 ENNIS, W. D. 0017148 21.1 
5s OOlW 25 CRATER H@T SPRING 00.17157 41.6 
5s OOlW 25 EASTMOND, F. 0017155 46.1 
5s 001N 25 CRATER HOT SPRINGS 9017355 41.5 
S OOlW 25 BOARD OF CANAL PRESfDEUTS 0017150 22.2 
MtlU 25 SUGARHOUSE STAKE LDS CHURCH 0017152 35.0 
OOlW 25 CRATER HD-T SPRING 0017151 43.3 
OOlW 25 SUGARHOUSE STAKE LDS CHURCH 0017153 35.0 
W1W 25 SW;ARHOUSE STAKE LDS 00x7573 35. 
25 CRATER HOT SPRINGS 0017356 43.3 
25 WILFORD STAKE LDS CHURCH 0017154 35.0 
25 SARATOGA HOT SPRINGS oor7357 
W1W 25 BOARD OF CANAL PRZSPDENTS 0017149 23.9 
OOlbt 26 SHIBA M. OOT7156 30.0 
UTAH 065 O O l W  01 FAULT ZONE SPRING OOSlP913 32.2 
06s OOlW 18 COOP SECURf 0017223 27.2 
06s 002E 05 U e  S o  STEEL 0017135 20.6 
06s 002E 08 U. S. STEEL OOln36 ?0.6 
06s OOZE 08 U. S. STEEL 0017140 20.6 
06s 002E 08 U. S. STEEL 0017139 20.6 
06s Q82E 08 U. S. STEEL 0017138 21.1 










UTAH 09s 003E 05 KOYLE, J .  0017125 20.0 
UTAH 09s 004E 18 CASTILLA HOT SPRINGS 0017651 40. 
UTAH 10s OOlE 08 GOSHEN WARM SPRINGS 0017386 21.1 
UTAH 10s OOlE 08 WARM SPRING 0017579 21. 
UTAH 10s OOlE 08 GV WARM 0017312 61. 
I 
I 07s OOlE 05 
I 07s OOlE 08 
07s OOlE  26 
07s 003E 20 
07s 003E 32 
08s OOlE 02 
08s 001E 03 
08s OOlE 03 
357 
NARM SPRING, WEST SHORE OF UTAH LAKE 
WARM SPRING, WEST SHORE OF UTAH LAKE 
BIRD ISLAND 
REILLY TAR & CHEMICAL CO. 
WOOD SPRINGS 
LINCOLN POINT WARM SPRINGS 
LINCOLN POINT WARM SPRINGS 
LINCOLN POINT WARM SPRINGS 
0017141 25.0 
0017142 23.9 
0017120 R 27. 
0017576 22. 
0017121 0 22.7 
0017143 30.5 
0017385 30.6 
0017578 31.7 - - - - - - - - 
UTAH 085 OOlW 16 CHIPMAN, 0. 0017127 20.0 
UTAH 08s OOlW 20 FITZGERALD. L. W. 0017128 20.0 
358 
WASHINGTON 41s 013W 25 LAVERKIN (DIXIE) HOT SPRING 0017111 42.2 
WASHINGTON 41s 013W 25 LAVERKIN (DIXIE) HOT SPRING 0017110 
WASHINGTON 41s 013W 25 VIRGIN RIVER, UTAH 0018071 33.5 
WASHINGTON 41s 013W 25 LAVERKIN (DIXIE) HOT SPRING 0017109 
WASHINGTON 41s 013W 25 LAVERKIN (DIXIE) HOT SPRINGS 0017379 37.7 
WASHINGTON 41s 016W 34 SNOW SPRING 0017583 21. WASHINGTON 42s 013W 25 LA VERKIN HOT SPRING 0018072 41.8 
WASHINGTON 42s 014W 01 BERRY SPRING 0017584 23.5 WASHINGTON 42s 014W 02 UNNAMED SPRING 0017586 21. 
WASHINGTON 42s 014W 02 VIRGIN RIVER 0017585 21. WASHINGTON 42s 014W 12 DIXIE SPRINGS FARM 0017587 20. 
WASHINGTON 42s 014W 15 FAWCETT, M. 0017588 20. 
WASHINGTON 425 014W 32 WARNER VALLEY 0017589 21. 
WASHINGTON 42s 015W 14 NISSON D. 0017590 20. 
WASHINGTON 42s 015W 14 MYERS 0017112 20.0 
WASHINGTON 42s 015W 0017113 24.0 
GIASHINGTON 42s O15W 0017592 21. 
WASHINGTON 42s 015W 0017591 23.5 



















06U: OOIW 29 UTAH BY PRODUCTS 0017422 24.0 
06N 002W 25 STRATFORD, 6. E. 0017171 20.0 
06N 002U 27 DEFRIES, L. 0017170 Q 20.0 
06N 002W 33 PRNEDEL, 0. 0817423 20. 
O6N 003W 05 JACOB, R. M. 0017425 25. 
06N 003W 10 JACOB, R. M. 0017426 22. 
06N 003W 19 MARGUARDT ACFT 0017427 22, 
0715 002U 14 UTAH HOT SPRINGS 0017332 
07N 002W 14 UTAH HOT SPRINGS 0017330 
07N 002W 14 UTAH HOT SPRINGS 0017333 57.2 
f 
U 
07N 001E 22 PATIO SPRING 0017654 20. 
O7N 14 UTAH );or SPRINGS 0017331 
07N 003W 31 GSLM & C Cmp, NO. 5 
07N 003W 31 6SLH El C CORP. NO. 3 





WEBER 07N 003W 31 GSLM (t C CORP. NO. 12 0017436 
WEBER 07N 003W 31 GSLM & C CORP NO. 11 0017432 
WEBER 07N 003W 31 GSLM 8 C CORP. NO. 15 0017431 
WEBER 07N 003W 31 GSLM L C CORP. N0.6 0017168 
WEBER 07N 003W 31 GSLM & C CORP. NO. 4 0017434 
WEBER 07N 003tI 31 GSLM (t C CORP. NO. 8 0017439 
WEBER 07N 003W 31 GSLM (t C CORP. NO. 14 0017167 
WEBER 07N 003W 31 GSLM & C CORP. NO. 10 0017438 
WEBER 07N 003W 32 GSLM & C CORP. NO. 13 0017441 











gree block. Adacent one-degree blocks 
apriate map nme. See Table 1 for  ewplan- 
HERM record Identl f ler, Temp. - tcmptr- 
1.0. 
7 
Latitude Longltude Name o f  Source County 
COQROINATES HOT GIVEN 
.IL-cc 
LITTLE MOUNTAIN WARM SPRING BOX ELMR 0017078 42.0 
PHILLIPS 54-3 BEAVER 0016693 
PHILLIPS 9-1 PHILLIPS PETROLEUN CO. 8EAVER 0016689 30. 
TttERMQ HOT SPRING BEAVER 0002961 89.5 
PHILLIPS 3-1 - PHlLLlPS PETROLEUM CO. BEAVER 0016688 Q 205. 
PIIILLIPS 54-3 BEAVER 0016690 Q 260. 
UNNAMED SPRING BOX ELMR 0017083 21.0 
CORTEZ 1 : 250 ,OOO 
37-17.23 W 109-32.82 W BLUFF IRRo CO. 
37-20.64 N 109-12.2 W BUREAU OF IMOlAW AFFAIRS 121-173 
37-20.31 N 109998.01 W BUREAU OF INOIAH AFFAIRS 12T-312 
37- 1.2Q N 109-42.96 W RVREAU OF 1NDIIuI AFFAIRS 8A-260 
37- 0.36 W 109-24.78 W BUREAU OF INBIAH AFFAIRS 9Y-57 
37-21.18 W 109- 4.14 W BUREAU OF INOIAN AFFIARS 12R-163 
37-23.04 N 109- 4.02 W NATIOMAI, PARK SERVICE 
ESCAl ANTE 1 :250,006 
31-05, N llQ41.96 W BUR 
37- 3.72 N 110-56.70 W BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 2A- I l l  
37- 2.04 N 110- 7.08 W BUREAU W INOIAH AFFAIRS OA-229 
37- 8.16 N 110- 0.48 W BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 8A-281 
37- 7.26 N llb11.40 W BUREAU O f  INbIAW AFFAIRS BA-293 
37037.86 N 11043.14 W MILL RACE SPRIWG 
37-40.72 N 110-36.12 W WLE SPRING 
37045.07 N 110-49.18 W SALERATUS SPRING 
3 1 4 5 . 3 2  K 110-47.28 W SALT SPRING 
37-45.50 N 110-41.98 W SIIITAMARIWG MINE WELL 
37-45.50 N 110-41.98 W S ~ l I l ~ R l N O  NINE H L l  
3745.42 N 11042.33 U S H I T ~ A R I R  SPRIWG 
31-46.78 N 11042~57 W THOMPSON SEEP 
37-44.90 tk f10-34.83 W TIC A BOO SPRING 
31-57.78. K I10-30.07 W UPPfR HOG SPRING 
3742dW k it(f-25.26 W WARM SPRING 
CEDAR ClTY 1:250,000 
37-42.62 x 110-44.00 w HONEY POT SPRING 
37-56. n 112-26. w ~AFEVRE'S SPRING 
SAN JUAR 0017617 20. 
SAN JUAN 0017210 20.0 
SAM JUAN 0017219 21.7 
SAN JUAN 0017216 22.2 
SAM JUAN 0017217 20.0 
SAN JUAN 0017209 22.7 
S W  JUAN 0017616 21. 
SAN JUAN 0017211 21.1 
SAM JUAN 0017214 22.2 
SAN JUAN 0017212 25.0 
0017623 23, GARFIELD 
GARFIELD 0017624 25. 
GARFIELD 0017626 23. 
GARFIELD 0037619 20. 
GARFIELD 0017615 21. 
GARFlELD 0017621 22. 
GARFIELD 0017618 21. 
GARFIELD 0017625 28. 
GARFIELD 0617627 31. 
SAH JUAN 0017215 21.1 
SAN JUAN 0017213 23.3 
GARFIELD 0017620 Q 20. 
GARF 1 ELD 0017614 20, 
SAN JUAN 0017622 25.5 




OCA0 COWS SPRING 
GARKWE POWER 
SANPY Cl TY CORP 
TOWN OF REOMONO 
















































































































WAYNE 0017207 23.0 
WAYNE 0017914 21.0 
GARFIELD 0017208 25.0 
SALT LAKE 0017055 22.7 
WAYNE 0017612 24, 
SALT LAKE 0017056 27.8 
SEVIER 0017239 21.1 














38-14.94 N 31242. 
3848030 R 11241. 
38-02045 N 112-42. 
38-36-00 N 112-33.00 W COVE FORT - SULPIIUROALE 
38-46.38 N 112-51.90 W COYOTE N e  
38-45-72 N 112-52.50 W COYOTE S. 
38-51.54 N 112-30.72 W DEVILS RID 
30-12.96 N 112-54.12 W DOTSONS ( R  
38-12.96 N 112-54.12 W OOTSONS (R 
38-12.96 W 112-54.00 W oOTSONS (RADIUM) 
39-12.96 N 11244.00 W OOTSONS (RADIUM) 
38-23.94 N 112-59.88 W E. TANNER 
38015.33 N 112-42.54 W GREENVILLE SQl00 
38-15.30 N 112-42.54 W GREENVILLE WAW 
38-22.98 H 112-56.94 M HANSOM LAND 6 L 
38-51.18 W 112-29.40 N HATTON HOT SPRI 
38-51.12 N 112-29.28 Y HATTON HOT SPRI 
38-51.06 N 112-29.16 W HATTON HOT SPRI 
38-51-18 W 112-29.40 W HATTON HOT SPRI 
8-36-18 N 112-06.66 W JOHNSON Y A M  SP 
38-36.18 W 112-06.66 W JOHNSOW YAW SP 
38-36.85 N 112-12.06 W JOSEPW HOT SPRING 
38-36-65 N 112-12.06 W JOSEPH HOT SPRING 
38-36-85 N 112-12.06 W JOSEPH HOT SPRINGS 
38-36.65 W 112-12.06 W JOSEPH Haf SPRINGS 
3846.85 N 112-12.06 W JOSEPH HOT SPRINGS 
38-30.18 N 112-51JM N MCKEW, P. 8. (R00SEVELT) 
3840.18 W 112-$1.06 W MCKEAN, P a  8. (RbOSEYELT) 
38-28.56 N 112-54.48 W &KEN, P.B. (ROOSEVELT) 
3841.96 N 112-311.30 W MLMOW Hgl SPRINGS 
3841.90 N 112-30.42 W MEMQN HOT SPRINGS 
38-51-90 N 11240.30 W MEW HOT SPRINGS 
38-51.90 N 112-30.18 Y MEAOBw HOT SPRINGS 
38-51.90 N 112-30.18 W MEAOQN HOT SPRINGS 
36-51-90 N 112-30.36 W MEAOW HOT SPRINGS 
38-52.32 N 112-28.92 H MEAOQN, E. 
38-37.26 N 112-11.82 W MEGHAM, EQNA 
36-14.22 N 112-48.96 W MINERSVILLE RES.6 IRR. CQ. 
38-37.94 N 112-06.38 W WNROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 
38-31-94 II 112-06.40 W IQNROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 
38-38.04 W 112-10.02 W NONROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 
38-37.98 N 112- 6.42 W EUNROE (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 
38-31-94 N 112-06.4Q W )IONROE (COWER) HOT SPRINGS 
38-38.10 N 112-0642 W mNR0E (COOPER) HOT SPRINGS 
30-5948 N 112-31.74 W PAXTON W.A. 
38-38-34 N 112-05.88 W REO HILL HOT SPRING 
N 112-05.88 W RED HILL HOT SPRIUG 
H 112-05.88 W RED HILL HOT SPRINGS 
lk 112-05,74 W RICHFIE10 WAW SPRINGS 
N 112-05.74 W RICHFIELQ IiARM SPRINGS 
N 112-50.00 W ROOSEVELT HOT SPRING 
38-51-80 N 112-30.00 w NEAW itaT SPRINGS 
3840.48 N 112-51.24 W SALT 
384.74 N 112-52.08 W STEAM HELL 
c 
0017234 23.3 . BEAVER 
9 IRON ' 0017463 21. 
IRON 0017220 20.0 
' MILLARD (6 BEAVER oooO737 
MILLARD 0017304 20. 
. MILLARD 0017305 20. 
0017906 18.0 MILLARD 
0017021 31.7 BEAVER 
BEAVER 0017020 36.1 
0017451 32.5 BEAVER 
0017452 31.5 BEAVER 
BEAVER 017014 21.7 
0017235 20.0 BEAVER 
0017232 20.0 BEAVER 
BEAVER 0017447 20.5 
MILLARD 0017363 
MILLARD 0017903 30.0 
MILLARD 0017907 36.0 nxium 0017362 37.7 
0017246 26.6 SEVIER 
SEVIER 0017245 25.0 
SNIER 0017243 63.8 
SEVIER 0017244 54.4 
SEVIER 0017371 64.4 
SEVIER 0017370 62.8 
oooO751 63.0 SEVIER 
BEAVER 0017444 56. 
BEAVER 0017443 Q 85. 
BEAVER 0017026 99, 
MILLARD 0017534 41. 
MILLARD 0017301 33. 
MILLARD 0017361 32.2 
MILLARD 0017360 
MILLARD 0017359 35. 
MI LLARO 0017533 30. 
MILLARD 0000747 41.0 
MILLARD 0017302 24. 
SEVIER 0017543 20. 
DEAVER 0017233 21.1 
SEVIER 0002965 61.0 
SEVIER 0000749 70.0 
SEVIER 0017241 76.0 
SEVIER 0017242 76.1 
0017247 36.1 SNIER 
SEV I ER 0017542 42.2 
0017902 20.6 MILLARO 
SEVIER 0602966 76.5 
SEVIER 0017248 Q 76.1 
SEVIER 0017541 76.7 
SEVIER 0017540 22.2 
BEAVER 0000735 55.0 
0017442 24.5 BEAVER 
0017446 133. BEAVER 
SEVIER 0017539 2a. 
362 
38-52.14 N 112-29.04 W UNNAMED SPRING 
38-16.14 N 112-54.54 W UNNAMED SPRING 
38-50.@8 N 112-29.34 W UNNAMED WELL 
38-57.42 N 112-27.00 W UTLEY AND STARLEY 
38-51.78 N 112-30.42 W WARM SPRING 
38- 9.30 I 11243o76 W WILL(Iw 
38-20.82 N 113-23.21) W EARTH SCIEIICES, IN$. 
38022.86 N 113- 0.96 W FORGIE, J,  
38-22.74 N 113- 0.84 W GMOWIN, 0. C. 
38155.68 N 113-22.38 W IBEX 108 
38-22086 N 113- 0.96 W LEWfS, A.0. 
38-22.86 N 113- 0.96 W LEWIS, A.B. 
38-22.86 N 113- 0.96 W MCCAWLY, JO 
1-22.86 N 113- 0.96 W MILFORD TOWN 
38-22.86 N 113- 0.90 W I4ILFORO Tow# 
38-11.46 N 113- 0.84 W NEB CRAW 
38-11.46 N 113- 0.84 W NED CRAW 
38-23.94 N 113- 5.28 W SP, LAllSR RR 
38-25-08 N 113- 1.44 W SVLLIVAN tAN0 1 LIVESTOCK 
38.11.16 N 112-54.40 w us nu4 
38-10.38 N iiriz.ig w itmm IIOT SPRINGS 
38-10.38 N 113-12.18 W TllERMO HOT SPRINGS 
38-10.38 W 113-12-30 W THERM0 HOT SPRJNGS 
30-10.38 113-12.39 W TIIERIW HOT SPRINGS 
38-lQ.38 N 113-12.30 W fHEfM3 HOT SPRINGS 
38-10.38 N 113-12.30 W THERPId HOT SPRINGS 
30-11.10 N 113-11.88 W THERM0 HOT SPRINGS 
38-11.06 tl 113-12.20 W THERM0 llOT SPRINGS 
38-11.36 N 113*11.70 W THERM NOT SRPINGS 
38-23.52 N 113-00.72 W T W t p  MIlFORp 
38-10.32 N 113-12.54 W U.S. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEKNT,THERMO 
38-10.74 N 113- 4.20 W US BLM 
38-21.90 N 113- 1.14 W WALKER, 1. E. 
38-20.52 H 113-33.38 W IdOOOHOIJSE 
38-11.10 n ii3-11.~8 w T t t m o  HOT SPRINGS 
GRAND JUNCTION 1:25O,ooO 
39-52.53 H 109-15.27 W SHAMRWK OIL L GAS CORP 
39-51.26 N 109-17.31 W SHlIMROCK OIL L GAS CORP. 
3942.53 M 109-15.27 W SHAMROCK O I L  1 GAS CORP. 
39042.42 N 109-48.42 W U.S. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
39-54.54 N 109-38,31 W VSBLtI 
33052.17 N 109-16.58 W USRLM 
39953.29 N 109-16.34 W USDLM 
39-53.29 N 109-16.34 W USBLM 
lk! iF*25 N 109-27.32 H USBLM 
39-57.25 H 109-27.32 W USDLM 
39-59.1 
3949.1 
39-52.47 N 109-16.58 w u q w  
N 109-36.42 W WSCO TEST HOLE 





BEAVER 0017453 33.5 
MILURO 0017303 31. 
MILLARD 0017909 22.0 
REAVER 0017022 28.0 
MILLARD 0017535 67. 
BEAVER 
MILLARD 
MILLARO 0017904 35.0 
BEAVER 0017455 21.5 
BEAVER 0017193 24.5 
BEAVER * 0017007 25.6 
BEAVER 0017448 21. 
MILLARO 0017041 16.5 
BEAVER , 0017009 26.6 
BEAVER 0017008 26.6 
REAVER 0017010 20.0 
BEAVER 0017011 22.2 
BEAVER 0017012 22.2 
BEAVER 0017456 21. 
BEAVER 0017457 21. 
BEAVER 0017013 21.7 
0017445 27. BEAVER 
BEAVER 0017024 60.0 
BEAVER 0017025 60.0 
BEAVER 0017461 78. 
BEAVER 0017460 82.5 
BEAVER 0017373 
BEAVER 0017462 76.5 
BEAVER 0017372 
BEAVER 0017459 85. 
BEAVER oooo739 89.5 
BEAVER 0017006 Q 76.6 
BEAVER 0017027 25.5 
BEAVER 0017023 Q 75.0 
BEAVER 0017458 22.5 
BEAVER 0017449 25.5 
BEAVER 0017450 22. 
UINTAH 
UINTAH 






































L '  
364 
0017544 55. 
UTAH 0017386 21.1 
UTAH 0017312 61. 
UTAH 0017130 22.2 
UTCUI 0017133 20.0 
UTAH 0017132 22.2 
UTNl 0017310 21. 
SANPETE 0017387 Q 22.2 
JUAB 0017224 20. 
39-10.97 N 111-41.44 W STERLING WAW SPRING SANPETE 0017545 19.4 
39-10.97 N 111-41.44 W STERLING WARM SPRING SANPETE 0017388 19.4 
UTAH 0017134 20.0 39-54.4 N 111-56.40 W Ttt@lAS, M. 
DELTA 1:25O,ooO 
39-57.42 N 111-51.24 W WARM SPRING UTAll 0017579 21. 
MILLARD 0017189 22.2 
JUAB oooO745 Q 82.2 39-36.8 N 112-43.7 W OAKER f OR CRATER) HOT SPRINGS 
JUAB 0017536 Q 82.2 39-36.8 N 112-43.7 W BAKER (ADRAt1AM OR CRATER) HOT SPRINGS 
JUAB 0002963 Q 82.2 39-36.8 H 112-43.7 W BAKER (ABRAHIIH OR CRATER) It01 SPRINGS 
39-36.8 N 112-43.7 W BAKER (ABRAHAM OR CRATER) HOT SPRINGS JUAB 
39-57.0 N 112-02.7 W BVRGIN MI% UTAH 0017119 54.4 
39- 1.68 W 112-26.64 W CHRISTENSE# BROS. MILLARD 0017192 22.2 
MILLARD 0017267 20.6 39-19-50 N 112-37.02 W CRAFTS, 0. 
39-24-60 N 112-27.48 W O H M  IRR MILLARD 0017252 20. 
39-25-62 N 112-27.18 W OMAD IRR MILLARD 0017251 20. 
39-28.08 N 112-24.78 W QMAD IRR MILLARD 0017249 21.1 MILLARD 0017253 20. 
39-28.08 N 112-24.78 W OMAD IRR MILLARD 0017250 21.7 
39-18.48 N 112-28.98 W ELLSWORTH, 1. 8. MILLARD 0017262 75. 
39-24.99 N 112-45.78 W ELLSWORTH, 1. 8. MILLARD 0017005 24.4 
39-20.64 N 112-32.34 W GARDNER, 4. F. AND Re M e  MILLARD 0017259 27.8 
39024.18 N 112-43.20 W GOLOEN IIARVEY IRR MILLARD 0017257 26.6 
39-24.18 w 112-43.20 w GOLOEN HARVEY IRR MILLARD 0017258 
39-21.84 N 112-35.76 W HANSEN, 0. 1. MILLARD 0017004 21.7 MILLARD 0017002 21.7 
MILLARD 0017254 23.3 
3945.02 N 112-35.46 W JONES, J. R e  MILLARD 0017255 22.7 
0017261 20.6 39022.56 N 112-51992 W LARSEN, '1. MILLARO 
MILLARD 0017900 20.0 
0017260 26.1 3940.40 N 112-34.02 W MOODY, R. 0. MILLARO 
3-00 N 112-46.08 W NEE1 RR MILLARD 6017019 0 
.QO N 112-46.08 w NEEL RR MILLARD 0017018 
.M) N 112-46.04 W NEE1 RR MILLARD 0017017 39-26.16 2 5 P CK, L. C. 
39-17.34 N 112-37.62 W PETERSON, 6. M a  
39-14.40 N 112-41.46 W ROBISOW, W. 
112-26.34 W UADGER 
0017358 
4 60  7 4  OH
39-24-96 N 112-45.78 W ELLSWORTH, 1. 8. MILLARD 0017274 28.9 
39-17.16 N 112-33.72 W HART, C, 0. 
39-25002 W 112-35.46 W JONES, J, R. 
39-91-98 N 112-26928 W &BRIDE, N e  
MILLARD 0017256 26.6 
MILLARD * 0017268 21.7 
0017003 25.6 
c 
39-17.70 W 119-32.22 W ROSS, C. K. 
39-21.00 N 112134.62 W TOWN OF OLLTA 
39021.48 N 112-34.62 W TOWN QF OELTA 
39- 7.20 M 112-28.26 W U.S. BUREAU OF LAND 
39-17.10 N 112-27.54 W UNION PACIFIC 
39-53.94 M 112-02.70 W UNWAMEO 
39- 3.12 N 112-26.34 W WILSOH, E. V. 
39925.44 N 113*29*22 W COYOTE SPRIWG 
39-25.44 N 113-29.22 U COYOTE SPRING 
39-50.5 N 113-23.5 W FISH SPRIWGS 
39-25.92 N 113-52.50 W FOOTES RANCH 
39-14.88 N 113-52.62 W KNML SPRINGS 
39-17.88 N 113-38.76 W SKUNI: SPRING 
39-20.82 h‘ 113-31.08 W TULE SPRING GROUP- 
39-20.82 N 113-30.90 W TULE SPRING GROUP 
39-21-09 N 113-30.96 W TULE, N. 
39-19.98 N 113-31.08 W TULE, S. 
39-26.28 N 113-51.00 W TWIN SPRINGS 
39-21.12 N 113-31.08 W UNNAMED SPRING 
39-23-26 N 113-30.48 W UNNAMEO SPRIWfj 
39-18.24 N 113-29.40 W UNNAMED SPRING 
39-21-12 N 113-30.78 W UNNAMED SPRING 
39-18.00 N 113-29.4 
39054.39 N 113-25.80 W WILSON HOT SPRIWGS 
W UNNAMED WELt 
39-22.20 W 113-30.7g W WILLOH SPRING 
MANAGEMENT 
ELY 1:250,009 
39-27-64 N 114- 1.98 W GANDY WAIW SPRING 
39-27.90 N 114- 2.04 W GANQY WARM SPRINGS 
39-21-99 N 114- 2.04 W GANDY WAIW SPRINGS 
36-13-36 N 114-00.06 W HILL, J. 0. 
39-29.10 N 114- 0.12 W HILL, $a 0. 
39-27.84 N 114- 1.98 W WAIW SPRIWGS 
VERNAL 1:25O,OOO 
40-22.14 N iw-24.60 w cmpos 
40-21.91 H 109-26oOB H COMPOS 
40*21*66 N 10944033 W CQHWS 
40-21*0$ H 109124.36 W COMPOS 
404!1,9() N 109-24.96 M CRAIN, 
40-19*92 N 109-16.74 W GARNER 
4Q-19.92 N 109-16.74 W GARWER il BOLSCHE 
40-21.84 N 109-24.84 W HALCs T e  E. 153 
40-21.72 H 109-24.90 W PAN AM PETROL 
4042.26 N 199-25.62 W PAN AM PETROl NO. 1 GENTRY 
H 109-25.08 W PAN-AM PETROL ER-1 
40-05*10 H 109-36.90 W SHELL OIL tl STATE 
40- 5.10 W 109-36.90 W SHELL OIL  #1 STATE 
40-27*30 N 109-13.26 W SPLIT MTN. WARM SPRING 
40-21.90 w 109-24.66 w HMLAHDSWORTII Awa TRAVIS 
9 
9O N 109-25.60 W PAN-AM PETROL ER-10 
72 N 109-23.10 W PQlcrriEyS CORP NO. 1 
li 
365 
MILLARD 0017264 20. 
0017266 26.6 HILLARD 
MILLARD 0017265 26.6 
MILLARD 0017190 29.4 
MILLARD 0017061 21.1 
UTAH 0017577 22.2 
MILLARD 0017191 20.0 
0017029 28.0 MILLARD 
MILLARD 0017028 28.0 
JUAB 0017465 27.8 
MILLARD 0017231 20.0 
0017230 21.4 MILLARD 
nrium 0017040 16.0 
MILLARD 0017035 27.0 
0017034 27.0 MILLARD 
MILLARD 0017033 28.0 
MILLARD 0017036 25.0 
MILLARD 0017229 20.0 
MILLARD 0017031 27.5 
MILLARO 0017030 24.5 
0017037 27.0 MILLARD 
MILLARD 0017032 27.5 
MILLARD 0017038 31.0 
MILLARD 0017039 19.5 
TOMLE 0017464 60.5 
MILLARD 0017910 28. 
MILLARD 0017645 27. 
MILLARD 
MILLARD 0017648 22. 






UINTAH 0017178 50.0 
UINTAH 0017186 53.0 
UINTAH 0017185 50.0 
UINTAH 0017553 43.5 
0017554 46. UINTAH 
UINTAH 0017184 47.0 
0017182 56.9 U I NTAH 
UINTAII 0017549 49. 
UINTAH 0017552 46. 
UINTAH 0017547 49.0 
UINTAH 0017546 44.5 
UINTAH 0017183 45.0 
UINTAII 
U I NTAH 




I ,  
4041*48 N 103-23.B2 W UNION IRRIGAfIOti 
SALT LAKE ClTY 1:250.000 
40-27. N 110-49. W W A N  SPRING 
40-04.61 N 111-58.46 W ALLEN, J,  tl. 
49-40.75 N 111-58.22 W BRCCHVS GRAVEL P IT  
40-32.98 N 111-51.8 W BARROS INC. 
40-05.1 N 111-43.74 W BARTHOLOMEW, ORAL 
40-05.1 N 111-43.74 H OARTHOLOMEW, ORAL 
40-48.96 N 111-55.08 W OECKS H0T SPRING 
40-48.95 N 111-55.08 W BECKS HOT SPRING 
40-46.96 N 111-55.00 W BECKS IK)T SPRING 
40-48.96 N 111-55.08 W BECKS HOT SPRING 
40-48.95 N 111-55.08 I 4  BECKS 1101 SPRING 
40-48.95 N 111-55.08 W BECKS HOT SPRING 
4~-48.96 I iii-55.ae w BECKS HOT SPRING 
40-10.6 N 111-48.06 W BIRO ISLANQ 
40-21.6 W 111-53.9 W ROARO OF CA#AL PRESIDEUS 
40-21.2 W 111-54.1 W BOARD OF CANAL PRESIOENTS 
49-27.48 N 111-55.56 W CAMP WIUIAHS R.R. 
40-02.24 N 111-31.71 W C A S l I l L A  HOT SPRINGS 
4049.95 N 111-56.58 W CCM. OAVlS CO. $0 WELL 
40-59.95 N 111-56.58 W CEN. DAVIS CO. SO WELL 
40- 7.14 N 11147.4 W CHIPHAM, 0. 
40-17.64 N 111-59.59 W COOP SECVRITY 
40-21.18 N 111-53.70 W CRATER IlOT SPRING 
40-21.18 N 111-53.70 W CRATER HOT SPRING 
40-21.18 N 111-53.70 W CRATER HOT SPRINGS 
40-21.42 N 111-53.70 W CRATER HOT SPRINGS 
40-29.25 N 111-54.66 W CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 
40-29.25 I4 111-54.66 W CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 
49-29-25 N 111-54.66 W CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 
40-29.25 N 111-54.66 W CRYSTM HOT SPRINGS 
40-29.25 N 111-54.66 W CRYSTAL HOT SPRINGS 
40-07.06 N 111-20,22 W O I M N D  FORK WARM SPRINGS 
40-31.62 N 111-52.1 W DRAPER IRRIGATION 
49-32.8 N 111-51.8 W DRAPER IRRIGATION CO. 
40-20.9 N 111-54.30 W EASTMONO, F. 
40-21.04 I4 111-53.40 W ENNIS, W e  0. 
40-31.53 N 111-2B.08 W EUGENE PAYNE 
40-56.45 N 111-55.00 W FARMINGTON BAY REFUGE WELL 
40-19.9 N lll-53*3 W FAULT ZONE SPRING 
40-06e01 W 111-56.20 W PITZGERAL~, 1. W e  
40-5005P N lIl-Sl*OZ W GILLLMORE, C. F. & E. 1. 
40-50a51 N 111-58.02 W GILLMORE, C. F. & E. 1. 
4Q-47.22 N 111-56.88 W GRAMGER HUNTER IMPROVEMfNT OIST. 
4041.94 N 111-55.68 W GRANGER-HUNTER IMPROVEMENT DIST. 
%43*14 N 111-58.6 W GRANGER-IIUNTER IMPROVEMENT DIST. 
4049*30 N 111-50.50 W GRAVEL P I T  
40- 0.36 N 111-54.6 W GV A-4 
40-05*45 H 111-57.96 W GV A-5 




























































































































































































































40-47.88 n 112-48.60 u BERTAGNOLE 
40-43.68 N 112-12 
40-43.68 N 112-12.06 W ASARCD 
40-44.70 N 112-39.90 W BIG HAM SPRINGS 
404070 fi 112-39090 W 610 WARM SPRINGS 
4044.70 N 112039.90 W BIG WARM SPRINGS 
48-44.70 N 112-39.90 W BIG HAM SPRINGS 
4Q64.70 N 11249.90 W BIG HAM SPRINGS 
40-44.70 N 112-39.99 W BIG WARM SPRINGS 
49-44.70 N 112*39,90 W RIG WARM SPRIWGS 
40-44.70 N 112-39a90 N BIG UAW SPRINGS 
40-47.2 N 112- 3.54 W BOWNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 
40-48.7 N 11294.3 W OOMNEVILLE-ON-TIE HILL 
40-45.8 W 112-01.7 W IONNEVILLE-OW-TIL HILL 
40-46.1 ?I 11261.9 W BONNEVILLE-ON-TIL HILL 
40-48.7 N 112- 4.80 W BOMHEVILLE-ON-TIE HILL 
40-47094 N 112-04.1 N BONNEVILLE-OW-THE HILL 
40-45.84 N 112-01 a2 W BOMNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 
40-49.1 N 112-04.5 W BOMNEVILLE-OW-THE HILL 
40-48.7 N 112-04.3 W BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 
40-48-42 N 112- 4.14 W BONNEVILLE-ON-THE HILL 
40-40.54 N 112- 3.42 W BOHNEVILLE-ON-THE-HILL 
4042.22 N 112-44.82 W DESERET LIVESTOCK 
40-33.9 N 112-44.5 W OESERET LIVESTRK SO. 
40133~33 N 112-44.34 W DESERET LIVESmK SOUTH 
4044.70 N 112- 0.36 W FOX, 1, 
40-47.5 N 112-00.5 W FILLMORE, C. F. 
40-47.5 N 112-00.5 W GILLMORE, C. F. 
4630.82 N 112-31.45 W GRANTSVILLE HAW SPRINGS 
40-44.70 M 112-39.90 W BIG WARM SPRIHGS 
40-44.70 n 112-39.90 w BIG WARM SPRINGS 
40-38.82 N 112-22.00 w cAssrTv, E. 
40-10,26 N 112-25.5 w wrs, R. 









SALT W E  
SALT WE . 0017529 42. 
SALT W E  0017320 
SALT W E  0017318 
SALT LAKE 0017319 
SALT LAKE 0017530 40.5 
OAVI s 0017405 21.0 
UTAH 0017154 35.0 
UTAH 0017121 Q 22.7 




















































40-50.77 W 112-01.7 W IRVINE, R e  I,. 
4a-50.77 w 112.01.7 w IRVIWE, R. L. 
4040.77 N 11291.7 W IRVIIIE, R. 1. 
40-46.98 W 11240.94 W JEREMY E o d o  
40-47.10 W 112- 0.90 .W JEREMY, E o  4. 
40-47.10 N 112- 0.96 W JEREMY, E. $ 0  
46-19.90 N 112- 5.10 W KENNECOTT COPPER 
40-43.96 N 112-10.46 W KENNECOTT COPPER 
40-43.02 N 112- 0.60 W KENNECOTT COPPER 
40-44.16 N 112-10.3 W KENHECOn COPPER 
40-44.17 H 112-10.11 W KENNECOTT COPPER 
40-44.16 N 112-10.3 
40-39.6 N 112-17.8 W KENNECOTT COPPER CORP. 
40-43.44 W 112- 0.36 W KLEIN, F. 6. 
40-51.36 W 112- 2.34 U LAKEFRONT GUN CLUB 
40-51.36 N 112- 2.34 W LAKEFRQWT GUN CLUB 
40-44.78 N 112- 0.36 W LDS CHURCH PIONEER STAKE 
4046.1 
40-23.8 N 112-24.2 Y MORGANS WAIW SPRING 
40-23.8 N 112-24.2 W MORGANS WARM SPRING 
49-35.02 N 112-24.36 W MORTENSEN. H. 
49-46.08 I 112- 6.06 W MORTON SALT 
40-46.86 W 112-10.68 W NoaTON SALT 
W KENKCOTT COPPER 
N 112-24.30 W LLMMON, NELW 
so-46.08 ti 112- 6.06 w HORTON SALT 
49-46.7 
40-46.14 N 112- 6.06 W MORTON SALT CO. 
40-36.85 N 112-42.51 W NO. HOORSESIfQE 
40-39.36 N 112-54.44 W REDLW 
40-23.40 N 112-25.44 W RUSSLLLS WARM SPRING 
40-36.80 N 112-42.55 W SO. HORSESHOE 
W 112-10.50 W MORTON SALT 
40-31.16 N 112-19.89 W TOWLE CITY 
40-43.98 N 112-37.4 W UMNAMLD 
40-42.06 H 112-34.62 W IJNNAM€D SPRING 
40-37.4 W 112-42.1 W UNNAMED SPRING 
40-47.28 N 112- 0.90 W UNNAMED SPRING 
40-45.33 N 11240.4 
40-37.62 N 112-38.1 W WORTHINFTON, J .  R. 
40-37.62 N 112-31-20 W UORTHINGTQN, J. R.  
W UTAH POWER AND LIGHT CO. 
49-42.66 N 112- 2.04 W YOUMG, K. W. 
40942.66 N 112- 2.04 U YOUNG, K O  W e  
40-43.$5 N 113-58.74 W BONNEVILLE LTO QBW NO. 13 
40-46.32 W 113-57.86 W BONNEVILCE 110. l l 3  
40-47.54 W 113-56.07 W BONNLYILLE LTD. 124 
4045.60 N 113-59.48 W ~ONNEVILLE LTO. NO, 5 
40-41.83 N 113-59.51 W BONNEVILLE, 110. BW NO. 8 
40-47.2 N 11346.6f Y BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMEWT (KAISER F W O )  
N 113046.4 
N 113-57.60 W DOW NO. 1 
$113-57.24 U DEW NO.3 
N 113-59.67 W KAISER DEW 8 
N 113-58.98 W KAISER F W A  
W BUREAU OF LAN0 MANAGEMENT (KAISER K65) 
N 113-58.56 w KAISER onw 9 
40-41.83 N 113-59,51 W KAISER WELL BBW 7 
SALT LAKE 0017520 21. 
SALT LAKE 0017525 26. 
SALT LAKE 0017502 22.7 
SALT LAKE 0017504 27.2 
SALT LAKE 0017524 21.6 
SALT LAKE 0017503 27.7 
TOOELE 0017160 30.0 
SALT LAKE 0017517 23. 
SALT LAKE 0017485 22. 
SALT W E  0017486 26.5 
0017050 21.7 SALT LAKE 
TOOELE 0017162 22.7 
TOOELE 0017642 24. 
TOOELE oc 
TOOELE 00 
SALT LAKE oc 
SALT LAKE oc 
SALT LAKE of 
SALT LAKE 00 









SALT LAKE w 
SALT LAKE 00 
TOOELE 00 
TOOELE od 
SALT LAKE w 
SALT LAKE w 
TOOELE W 
TOOELE W 














































40-30.12 N 114-02.28 W BLUE LAKE SPRING 
OGDEN 1~250,000 
41-45.87 N 111-50060 W BECKSTEAD, A.A. WELL 
41-46.70 N 11141.32 W BENSQN IRRIGATION COMPANY 
41-46.63 N 111-50.87 W BLNSON IRRIGATION COMPANY 
41-46.55 N 111-50.87 W BENSON IRRIGATION COMPANY 
41-46.78 N 111-50.32 W BODRERO, D. WELL 
41-53.03 N 111-56.37 W BROWN, N e  WELL 
41-51.00 N 111-53.18 W CACHE VALLEY DAIRY WELL 
41- 2.34 N 111-39.24 W COMO WARM SPRING 
41-02.3 
41-54-82 N 111-57.42 W GANCHEFF, Q.J. SPRING 
41-44.73 It 111-51.78 W GOSSNER,E. WELL 
N 111-39.24 W COMO W A N  SPRINGS 
41-48-58 N 111-55.70 W CRONWIST, H.C. WELL 
41-45-10 N 111-51.62 W GOSSNER CHEESE WELL 
41-00.82 N 11147.02 W HARRIS, W. WELL 
41-08.45 N 111-58.85 W H I L L  AFB WELL NO. 2 
41-05-27 N 111-59.60 W H I L L  AFl! WELL NO, 5 
4145.12 N 111~50oBO W KEARl, L a  WELL 
41-45-18 N 111-50.72 W LDS WELFARE FARM WELL 
41-45.01 W 111~50~00 W LISONBEE, C. WELL 
41-45.50 N 111-60,72 W LOUNA PLUNGE WELL 
41-47.27 N 111-56.20 W NUTTALL, J.L. WELL 
41-14034 N 111-55.42 W OGDEN HOT SPRINGS 
41-14.14 N 111-55.42 W UGMN HOT SPRINGS 
41-14014 M 11145.42 W MODEN HOT SPRINGS 
41-14.14 N 111-55.42 W WDEN HOT SPRINGS 
41-19-66 N 111-49.56 W PATIO SPRING 
41-45-75 N 111-50.88 W PEART, W. WELL 
41-01.17 N 111-57072 W RWECHE, 1. WELL 
41-49.87 N 111-49041 W SEIVIONS, N.8. WELL 
41-45.60 H 111-49.95 W SEARS, Fa WELL 
41-01.17 N 111-58011 W SMITH, C.0. WELL 
41-45.33 N 111-49.02 W STERER, F a  WELL 
41-46.42 N 111-50.17 W TAYLOR, C+ WELL 
41-50.70 
41-13.50 N 111-59.15 W W A I l  BY PRODUCTS 
41- 9.96 N 111-59.10 W WASHINGTON TRCE 
41-45.50 W 111-50072 W LOGANA PLUNGE WELL 
11144.43 W TO(I#BS, W.Y. HELL 
41-50.70 II 111-54.43 W T W B S ,  W.W. WELL 
41-10.5 N 111-59.76 w wawco RIVEROALE 
41-45.88 N iii-5i.a2 w WENNERGREN, c. WELL 
41-46.03 N 111~51~00 W MNHERGREN, C. WELL 
41-45-70 N 111-52.00 W UENNLRGREH, C. WELL 
BRIGHAM CITY 1:250,000 
E 




41038.73 N 112-11.07 W ANDERSON, 1. 
41-49.98 N 112-27.24 W BLUE CREEK SPRINGS 
41-49.98 N 112-27.24 U BLUE CREEK SPRINGS 
TOOELE 0017293 29. 
CACHE 6017096 24.0 
CACHE 0017092 21.0 
CACHE 0017088 54.9 
CACHE 0017089 21.0 
CACHE 0017090 20.0 
CACHE 0017608 49. 
CACHE 0017606 21. 
MORGAN 0017653 25. 
MORGAN 0017652 26.7 
CACHE 0017607 21. 
CACHE 0017611 31. 
CACHE 0017105 23.0 
CACHE 0017106 20.0 
DAVIS 0017402 20.0 
DAVIS 0017174 Q 20.0 
DAVIS 0017408 Q 22. 
CACHE 0017103 21.0 
CACHE 0017102 23.0 
CACHE 0017104 21.0 
CACHE 0017101 25.0 
CACHE 0017100 24.0 
CACHE 0017107 21.0 
WEBER 0017328 58.3 
WEBER 0017421 57.2 
UEBER 0017327 
WEBER 0017329 
WEBER 0017654 20. 
CACHE 0017097 25.0 
DAYIS 0017400 20. 
CACHE 0017108 23.0 
CACHE 0017098 27.0 
DAVIS 0017401 24. 
CACHE 0017099 26.0 
CACHE 0017091 22.0 
CACHE 0017610 28. 
CACHE DO17609 28. 
WEBER 0017422 24.0 
WEBER 0017413 21. 
WEBER 0017414 21. 
CACHE 0017094 24.0 
CACHE 0017093 23.0 
CACHE 0017095 23.0 
BOX ELDER 0017080 28.0 
BOX ELDER 0017601 26.5 
BOX ELDER 0017602 28. 
370 
L '  
41-10.85 N 112-08*52 W BYINGTOW, He 3. 
41-34.47 N 112-10.62 W CHESAPEAKE W C K  CLUB 
41-34.90 N 112-10.62 W CHESAPEAKE OVCK CLUB 
41-14.28 N 112-24.78 W COHPTON 
41114.34 H 112-24.66 W COMPTON SPRIWG 
4144.06 H 11249.94 W COYOTE H A M  SPRIWG 
41-54-06 N 112-59.94 N' COYOTE WARM SPRING 
41-44.90 N 112-05.22 W CRYSTAL fMADSENS HOT SPRING 
41-44.90 N 112-05.22 W CRYSTAL (MADSENSI HOT SPRING 
41-39.60 N 112- 5.10 W CRYSTAL (HAIISENS)HOT SPRING 
41-39-60 N 112- 5.10 W CRYSTAL (MADSENS)HOT SPRING 
41-39.60 N 112- 5.10 W CRYSTAL (M4DSENS)HOT SPRING 
41-50.04 N 112- 3.36 W CUTLER 
41-41.62 N 112-04.92 W DAVIS I 
41-13.26 N 112-03.0 W DEFRIES, 
41-17.64 N 112-11.36 W GEORGE EAST #o. 1 
41-03-88 H 112-13.87 U GSL AUTHORITY WELL 
41-03.88 N 112-13.87 W GSL AutHORITY WELL 
4143.88 H 112-13.87 W GSL AUTHORITY WELL 
41-17.65 N 112-13.7 
41-18.0 N 112-13.3 W GSLH 6 C CDRP. NO. 10 
41-18.07 N 112-13.18 W GSLM 6 C CQRP. NO. 12 
41-18006 W 112-13.0 W GSLM 6 C CORP. NO. 13 
41-18.3 N 112-13.38 W GSW 6 C CORP. NO. 14 
41-18.3 W 112-33.31 W GSLH 6 C CORP. NO, 15 
41-18.00 H 112-13.2 W GSLH 1 C CORP. NO. 3 
41-16.00 N 112-13.2 W GSW & C CORP. #o. 4 
41-18.00 N 132-1302 W GSLH 1 C CORP. WO, 5 
41-17-94 N 112-13.3 W GSLM 6 C CORP. NO. 7 
41-17.9 N 112-13.3 W GSLM 1 C MRP. NO. 8 
41-17o82 ll 112-13.1 W GSLM 6 C CORPS NO. 9 
41-18.18 W 112-13.3 W GSLH 1 C CORP. N0.6 
41-03.88 1'12-13.87 w GSL AUTHORITY WELL 
W GSLH 6 C CORP NO. 11 
41-57.96 N 112-52.56 W HANNA, GARY 
41-12.05 N 11245.40 W HAWKES, C.C. WELL 
41-08.22 N 112-10.52 W HWPER Ibl SPRINGS 
41-08.22 N 112-10*52 W HOOPER HOT SPRINGS 
41-08.22 I4 112-10.52 W IIOOPER HOT SPRINGS 
41-08.22 N 112-19.52 W HOOPER HOT SPRINGS 
41-16.82 N 112-13o05 W JACOB, Re Me 
41-16.4 N 112-10.08 W JACicoB, R. H a  
41037.44 N 112-lQ.68 U JEPPERSQN 
41-46-20 N 112-10.5Q W KING, 1. 
41-20.46 N 112- 3.96 W 10s CHURCH 
41-40.22 H 112-15.45 W LITTLE W)UNTAIN WARM SPRING 
41-37.14 W 112-32.76 W NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
41-37.14 N 112-32.76 M NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 
41-14.90 N 112-12.64 H MARGYARbT ACFT 
49.08 N 112-27.36 W NESStN, 1. 0. 
10.50 N 112- 9.60 W PARKER, R. F. 
10.92 N 112-06.4 
41-20.22 N 112-Q3.84 W PEIITON, R. G. 
41-27.06 N 112-26.34 H POULSEH, V. S. 
W PEWAH, F. 
41-26.82 N 112-27.24 W POULSEN, V. S. 
371 
DAVIS a 0017417 20. 
BOX ELDER 0017074 74.0 
BOX DOER 0017075 42.0 
BOX ELDER 0017225 21.0 
BOX ELDER 017637 21.5 
BOX ELDER 0017279 43.5 
BOX ELOER 6017082 55.5 
BOX ELDER 017081 53.5 
BOX ELDER 0017341 
BOX ELDER 0017340 51.1 
BOX ELDER 0017339 
BOX ELDER 017392 23. 
BOX ELDER 0017073 107. 
WEBER 0017170 t) 20.0 
WEBER 0017175 20.0 
DAVIS 0017410 24. 
DAVIS 0017412 21. 
DAVIS 0017411 23. 
DAVIS DO17409 24.0 
WEBER 0017432 34.0 
WEBER 0017438 34. 
WEBER 017436 34. 
WUlER DO17441 34. 
WEBER 0017167 39.0 
WEBER 0017431 38. 
WEBER 0017433 25. 
WEBER 0017434 25. 
WEBER 0017435 30. 
WEBER 0017439 30. 
WEBER 0017440 29. 
WEBER 0017168 
BOX ELDER 0017277 20.5 
DAVIS 0017415 22. 
DAVIS 6017325 47.8 
DAVIS 0017324 54.4 
DAVl S 0017176 60. 
DAVIS 0017321 60. 
WEBER 0017425 25. 
WEBER 0017426 22. 
BOX E L M R  0017389 25.0 
BOX ELDER 0017071 20.0 
0017429 24. BOX ELDER 
BOX ELDER 0017079 42. 
WEBER 0017427 22. 
BOX ELDER 0017640 22.5 
BOX ELDER 0017641 21.5 
BOX ELDER 0017603 20.5 
NEBER 0017418 24. 
WEBER 0017416 22. 
BOX ELDER 0017430 25. 
BOX ELDER 0017226 20.0 
BOX ELDER 0017639 22. 
BOX ELDER oi727a 43. 
WEBER 017437 34' 
41-59.16 H 112-3 









































































































Sources f o r  the records i n  the GEOTHERM sample f i l e  f o r  Utah. Each 
reference i s  preceded by the abbreviated reference (ca l led CODE) used i n  
the sample f i l e  (Table 1). Entries i n  t h i s  computer-generated appendix 
are sorted by CODE. Those CODES which begin and end wi th  "*" are f o r  
references which were unpublished data and have ent r ies i n  t h i s  appendix. 
Unpubl i shed CODES w i  11 preceed those f o r  pub1 ished sources . 
CODE = *PARRY, 1976* 
*PARRY, W. TO, 1976, UNIVERSITY OF UTAH, SALT LAKE, VERBAL COMMUNIC- 
ATION TO COSNER AND APPS, OCTO 12. 
CODE .= *WITHAM AND REED, 1976* 
"WITHAM, R., AND REED, M., 1976, GEOTHERMAL WELLS I N  THE UNITED STATES: 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 31 P. 
CODE = BAKER, 1970 
BAKER, C -  H., JR., 1970, WATER RESOURCES OF THE HEBER-KAMAS-PARK C I T Y  
AREA, NORTH CENTRAL UTAH: UTAH DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
TECHNICAL PUBLICATION NO. 27, 79 P. 
CODE = BAKER, 1974 
BAKER, C. H., JR., 1974, WATER RESOURCES OF THE CURLEW VALLEY DRAINAGE 
BASIN, UTAH AND IDAHO: UTAH DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES TECH- 
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